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WILL CONSIDER
RAILWAY RATE BILL

ATTEMPT TO
REACH POLE REGULATE
Former Santa Fe Man Joint In Journey to Extreme North Scientific Observer.
Paris, May

21.

Walter

who will make his third

100 YOUNG

ITERS

OF RIO

GRANDE

Treaty

Between

g reach the north pole this winter, has
just arrived from America. Major
Henry B. Hersey, of the United States
service,
government
meterologrcal
formerly of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
who will be the Bclentiftc Observer ot
the expedition, accompanied him.
The chief feature of this voyage of
will be the great airship ENDS YEARS0F
FRICTION
SEN! TO SPEAKERS' TABLE discovery
in which the party will sail from Spitsbergen, but one real novelty will he
what the explorers call a motor sledge.
Consideration Smoot Case The Wellman expedition will travel Opposition to Agreement Exon a train of two or more sledges
pected From Senators of
Continued Owing to Illness drawn by a motor; dogs will be

United States and
Mexico Signed.

mute Tonight.

.

21,-T-

RUSSIAN STORM
AVERTED
House Passes Resolution to Proceed
With Business Despite Emperor's
Displeasure.
St Petersburg, May 21. The threatened storm over the emperor's refusal
to receive a delegation from the Lower
House of Parliament, appointed to
send him Its reply to the speech from
the throne, has been averted this at
ternoon when the House adopted a
resolution to proceed with Its regular
order of business and the discussion of
the agrarian question began.
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Western States.

Chairman Burrows.

Sugar Beet Fields
from Training School
Here.

TO

DEATH
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gov-Hel- d

regu-riva-

Unknown Assailant
Kills Official at
Batoum.
ENEMIES THREATENED

LIFE

British Subject Acting as
United States
Brutally Slain.
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Fifteen
Homestead Entries Made
There Last Week Right Kind of
Immigrants.

flUD

s

A

ILL

T. Ratlilt'e, president of the
investment Company at Wichita,
Kansas, spent Friday and Saturday of
last week in this city. Mr. Ratllffe,
has resided In Wichita, Kansas, for 17
years, ten years of which he has prac-- :
tlced law there. He became Interested
In New Mexico colonization projects
about two months ago. He examined
the situation carefully and then turned ANGINA
FEARED
PECTORIS
his attention to bringing Immigrants
to settle In the Estancla Valley. That,
he has been successful in a measure is
Overwork and Close- - Con
clearly proven by the number of people who have been Induced to come finement Impair His Holito the Estancla Valley and make home
ness' Health.
stead entries there. Mr. Ratliffe spent
the past week in this section and between this city and Estancla. He came
Rome, May 21. Physicians in atwith .a party of homeseekers. Nine- tendance at the Vatican are reported to
teen were with him on this trip and be
greatly worried over the condition
fifteen of this number were so favor- of the
Pope since he was stricken with
made
have
ably impressed that they
heart disease, last Saturday, and des
homestead entries in the vicinity of
pite their statements that his condition
miles south of here is not serious, the report that he Is
Moriarty,
on the Santa Fe Central
Railway. seriously 111 Is fast gaining ground.
These people are of a superior class.
Dr. Lapponlo has ordered complete
They are nearly all farmers, who have rest for the Pope and all engagements
sold valuable farms they owned in made at the Vatican have been cantholr old homes and intend to come to celled.
New Mexico in order to take the beneDr. Lapporl has spent the last two
fit of the homestead laws and to grow
nights at the Vatican in constant readwith
the
up
country. The fifteen who iness for a call from the sick room.
have made entries It is expected, will There is no doubt but that the conreturn shortly, bringing Mve stock, dition of the
Pope is more serious than
farming Implements, furniture, etc., officials will admit. During the few
with them and will then commence the years that his holiness has been conerection of houses upon the platms they fined to the Vatican the natural weakhave entered.
ness of his heart, which has more or
All In all, since Mr. Ratliffe has com- less troubled him for years, has grown
menced colonization work In the Es- steadily worse.
tancla Valley, he has been InstrumenOverwork, close confinement and
tal In briuglng many settlers there lack of exercise have undermined the
and expects to do still better In the pontiff's health. He has had several
future, as those who go back now tell attacks of heart failure, but the prestheir neighbors and friends of the ent one is the most serious of all.
great, chances ready and open for the The Pope has been ill since Thursright kind of men in the Sunshine day, but his sickness was first diag
Territory. Mr. Ratllffe Is now devot- nosed as gout, which has been more or
ing his entire time to this subject and less common with him for some time.
thinks that he will again be in Santa Yesterday morning, however, he was
Fe with another colony in about three attacked again by the old heart weakweeks, namely, about the fifth of June. ness and practically collapsed. It was
Among the people who have come here at first thought that the attack was
on his advice and suggestion are sev- no more serious than the former ones.
eral young men and women who want His holiness, however, failed to rally
to start in as land owners. Several as quickly as Dr. Lapponi expected.
people who have settled in the Pecos In fact he grew weaker and in view of
Valley two and three years ago and the nature of the attack, alarming
who now have good farms there, have fears were aroused among the Vatican
been in the Estancla Valley at his sug- officials.
The two aged sisters of the pontiff.
gestion recently. They made comparisons of conditions and of lands and as- on hearing of their brother's illness,
sert that there are much better chan- hastened to the Vatican and Insisted
ces in the Estancla Valley today for a on being allowed to nurse the patient.
;x)fr. man then there were when they They are at present in charge of the
settled In the Pecos Valley and, that sick room.
iihe settlers now
The greatest fear of members of the
coming Into the Estancla Valley have a better opportunity Pope's family, as weil as the church
to become independent and well to do officials, is that his old heart trouble
land owners than they had when they may turn into angina pectoris.
first went to the Pecos Valley.
At Wlllard progress Is being made
steadily on the drilling of an artesian CITIZENS SPEND
well and good results
are expected'
DAY IN PRAYER
shortly.
Mr. Ratllffe expresses great faith In
Spirit of Thankfulness Pervades Sun
the future development and progress
Francisco Sunday Passed in
of the Estancla Valley.
Devotion.
C.

Batoum, May 21. W. H. Stuart, the
May
Washington,
American vice consul here, was shot
Root for the United Slates, and Am- and killed at his country place last
Man Wanted by Union County Officials bassador Casasus, for the Mexican
l
'eminent today signed a treaty
night. The aaassin escaped leaving no
In Trinidad Awaiting Ar- clue to his Identity, Stuart was a
of Officers.
'latlng the use of the waters of the
British subject and one of the largest
Rio Grande which if approved by the
ship brokers and exporters of Batoum.
Jose Galvan, a Mexican, was arrest- Senate will remove what has been for school.
of
ed Saturday at Trinidad, Colorado, by twenty years the source of friction in
Superintendent Crandall found quite During the revolutionary (roubles
couna number of tbm fitted for the posi- last full his life was many times threatSpecial Officer Frank Trujillo of the the relations between tni wo
Colorado & Southern Railroad, and tries. For almost a cea my Mexi- tion of detachment foreman and of ened by longshoremen and last Christtaken to the county jail. He was ar- cans living along the lower ('lver have general foreman, and it Is believed mas a deputation visited Stuart's office
rested at the request of officers of made large ure of its waters for Irri- that the boys will be well satisfied and and practically compelled him to give
t
years oey their foremen, knowing they them $1,500 under the guise of a holiUnion County, New Mexico, and they gation purposes, but In
will probably return to New Mexico private companies on the up;ier waters were set over' them for their own day gratuity for the dock laborers.
"
in the United States havj by con- good,
with their prisoner.
Was Acting Consul.
Galvan was captured by Trujillo struction of wing dams, Vverted a
from the
With the detachment
tony 21. Vice Consul
Washington,
miles south of Trin- large part of the water to 'nis side of United Slates Indian Training School
about thirty-fivStuart, who was killed at Batoum, was
Mexicans
The
the
river
a
preferred went a party of fifteen boys from St an Englishman, 19 years old and had
special trip
idad, the officer making
after his man. Galvan was engaged In many claims for damage sustained Catherine' Catholic Indian School In filled the position for about two years.
Now the this city. They will keep together
herJing sheep. No details of the charge but so far without succes
At the time of his death Stuart was
upon which he is wanted could be! plans of the reclamation forvice have with the detachment from the Unite,! acting consul
learned, but it is understood to be the made it certain that practtcary all the states inman Training scnooi
A
larceny of live stock. Galvan himself water will be retained on American
hoys from surrounding
had very little to say to the officers soil, unless some proper tlieme of di- pueblos swelled the party at Lnmy, MEMORIAL DAY
vision can be arranged. The construc- making nearly 160 young Indians in all
regarding his arrest.
PROCLAMATION
tion of a $7,000,000 dam across the Rio who went to Rocky Ford. At that
Grande at Engle, New Me tiro, brought place they will be met by Ralph P.
PLEASURE EXCURSION
the matter to a climax nn1 led to ne- - Collins, former" superintendent of the Governor Hagerman Calls on All Patriotic Citizens to Observe
countries United States Indian School at Albu
between the l
RFSIIITS FATALLY 'gottations
Decoration Day.
;wh(lci, culminated in the
signed querque, who will have general charge '
Z
in
of
of
the
work
Indiana
the
the
at
Rocky
Underlying
today.
vmciple
Five Members of Prominent TennesExecutive Office, Sumta Fe, N. M.,
the convention is the recognition of Ford sugar beet fields.
see Family Drowned by OverMay 18, 1906.
the common law rights 3f the Mexi
of
Boat.
turning
The truest patriotism is the patriot-Isof the
cans to the 'ise of a fair
which shows itself in action at
DAMAGE BY WATER.
Rlver'f b"1
Chatonoosa, Tenn., May 21.-- The
times when the nation calls for
those
"
overturning of a boat containing a
to the entire expense of building River Cuts In Golf Links of El Paso the sacrifice of personal interests in
P"t
Mir.
nn
.f
nifls.,rA
fU.t IJ ".
V
order to preserve the honor and Inthe great dam and its '.vmals, the
County Club Causing Members
sion, on the Tennessee River SaturIs only ft fractional
Much Inconvenience.
share
tegrity of the flag of our country. The
Mexicans
death
the
in
resulted
day afternoon
test of good citizenship Is not only the
of
is
whole
It
Tow,
the
proportion
memby drowning of five persons, all
A dispatch from El Paso says that holding of high Ideals of civic honor
impou-.i'ewaters
bers of prominent Tennessee families. estimated that the
but the willingness
and
The accident occurred near Norman, will suffice to Irrigate auont 200,000 the waters of the Rio Grande have cut of righteousness, to
the Individual
proclaim those
property of the El Paso
a village twelve miles north of here. !acres of otherwise arid a is andof It is into the leased
Ideals nnd, if necessary, devote his
Park
near
Club
of
this
total
that
Washington
Country
stipulated
es
18
of
lad
a
years,
Jesse Eldrldge,
water which is to make and made necessary the changing of property and his life to upholding
death by clinging to the over 000
stout
Mrs..1
25,000 acres rvi land will the course of one of the golf links. them. The men who in times of stress
turned boat The drowned are
(1oI,m'e1 m tn3 Meitoau tide aeh The rIgl'Wj,"iiMi,s were 250 feet from and danger to the republic have been
Edgar Miles, Mts. Sim Eldrldge; jiarr
For lta P"rt. tn Mojrican gov- - the river, but the overflow has sent called upon to make su'h sacrifice
Eldrldge, De Wit Eldrldge, Abel Moi'areminent guarantees the
States the back waters on to the grounds of and 'liave not flinched, but have given
'
their lives that the nation might live,
lit for Ua- - the club.
government against any
,
.,ms of In- - With the change In the links to the'1? w1no8e ,falth' pner8y. and devotion
ibllity on account, of the
dividual Mexicans who live so far present location, there is no danger tne miegriiy oi our uistiiiiuons nas
AFFIKMb AL 1 1UIN
the divers on of the. 0f an Inundation. As soon as the been preserved, are true patriots
I OWFR COURT lsu"ere"
(water. Opposition to tb) treaty is waters receded and the ground dries, whose memories should be cherished
expected on the part of some western the links will be moved back to the ,n 6fitude by all the people.
In Case of Santa Fe Pacific Against
Senators who express the belief that original location in order to complete
As the day approaches which has
L. Holmes, Defendant Allowed
either the United States is entitled to the symmetrical position of the whole so fittingly and properly been set aside
Unusual Damages.
all the water without comptnsation in links. The overflow docs not touch for the decoration of the graves of
consiructlng run Irrigation the club grounds proper.
out dead soldiers and sailors and for
oi
-- The
Washington May
dams and canals or that
the Mexl- the celebration of their deeds of hero- court of the United Suites
'
be rg
ism and self sacrifice, we should also
Pacific
Fe.
the
case
Santa
of
the
ed
fee
remember the great services done by
Holmes
h.
vs.
Company
Railway
cash
nt
the living survivors of the wars,
SENATOR
against the company This was ij
,g
be de
which in the inscrutablo wisdom of
claim for damage sustata,
by Holmes
God have come to try the souls of
who was an engineer on the road, a((ia4Jemeii canal d9
located
the men and women of all parts of our
lSn Tar Fmnciniu'
water is to
h1
tows:
country
during the past generation.
TO
T
court
1901. The
year.
Acre Feet.
In accordance, therefore, with esunusual sum oi
,vo .wra ine , u"' February
1 090!
tabllshed custom and usage, I, Har- rumi iiiHPTOieu.
March
5,460
bort J. Hagerman, Governor of the
April
12,000 I
Qi 1 Territory of New Mexico, do
Slfsitpie kJU
May
.12,000
!mcnd that on Wednesday, the thir
DEATH PENALTY FOR
June
12,000
tieth day of May, 1906, the people in
.,. 8,180
RUSSIAN GENERALS July
of the Territory refrain from all
parts,
August
4,370
unnecessary labor and public amuseSeptember
8urrend-3,270
Who
and
Stoeseel
Nebogatoff
ments, and add their efforts to those
.
October
1,090
ered to Japanese Be Executed By
of patriotic associations to bring about
December
540
Military Court.
a proper observance of the day and
devote It to services in honor of the
GUILTY
To,tal
....60,000 KANSAS STATESMAN
St. Petersburg, May 21. It is rum-1
nation's dead, and to acts of respect
The
will
United
all
Slates
defray
court
which
has)
the
ored that
military
for those soldiers and sailors who
of th construction of the dam
been investigating the surrender of'00
have survived the wars in which they
water
and
of
the
until
the
delivery
Port Arthur and the battle of the sea
were engaged.
Service
Valuable
Rendered
ame
reaches
the
canal
but
headgaie,
of Japan has condemned to death Gen-'- i
Done at the executive office this the
assumes
no
further
responsibility.
Scheto
era! Stoessel, who commanded the j
18th day of May, A. D., 1906.
Arthur
and
at
forces
Port
Russian
Witness my hand and the great seal.
mes Is Now Punished.
Rear Admiral Nebogatoff, who com-of the Territory of New Mexico.
AUTOMOBILE
TOUR
mended one of Rojestvensky's squad-- !
H. J. HAGERMAN,
Jap-- ;
TERMINATES FATALLY! Washington, May 21. The Supreme (Seal)
rons, and who surrendered
By the Governor;
renUnited
States
the
of
anpse during the naval battle.
Court
today
,T. W.
RAYNOLDS,
rw Prnn KiiuH and Thre. indirect dered a decision In the case of the
of New Mexico.
Secretary
United States Senator Ralph Burton,
In Accident Which Overturned
was
ANOTHER ATTEMPT
decision
The
Kansas.
against
of
Machine.
Burton, affirming the decision of the THREE KILLED IN
AT ASSASSINATION
United States Circuit Court for the
Erie, Pa., May 21. Mrs. Julio G. eastern district of Missouri, by which
DRUNKEN QUARREL
Rusof
Colonel
Count
Keller,
Young, the wife of Albert Young, of Burton was sentenced to nine months'
sian Dragoons, Badly Wounded By
Cleveland, was tastanltly killed and Imprisonment in the jail of Iron Coun- Dead Bodies of Two Brothers and
Bomb on Review Today.
three other persons are In the hospital
Their Intimate Friend Found Lyty, Missouri, required to pay a fine of
here in a serious condition as the re- $2,500 and deprived of the right to
ing In Pools of Own Blood.
21.
Kalisz, Russian Poland, May
sult of an automobile accident on the hereafter hold office under the governCount Keller, colonel of the dragoons Lake Shore road shortly after mid- ment. The
opinion was by Justice
Mark Wilwas severely wounded by the explo- night yesterday near Glrard, this counMayfleld, Ky., May 21
Harlan. All the points made in the Inthe proprietor of a warehouse
sion of a bomb which was thrown at ty. The party had left Cleveland early
Burton were overruled. Bur- son,
of
terest
the officer while he was returning In the evening to make the run to ton was
here, his brother, West Wilson, and
prosecuted on the charge of their Intimate friend Arthur West
from review today. His horse ' was Erie, with the intention of going on
which
prohibits were all killed in a drunken row which
violating the statute
killed and his orderly badly injured. to Buffalo, this morning.
United States Senators and Repre- took
assassin escaped. Count
The would-bplace at Lynvllle this county yesIn turning a sharp curve at high sentatives from receiving compensaKeller has" been prominent in suppressthe machine crashed into a tele- tion for any services rendered before terday.' Visitors to the warehouse
speed
found the three bodies all
ing disturbances In this vicinity.
graph pole, throwing the occupants any government departments in any yesterday
In pools of blood,' and revolvers
out, the machine turning over on top matter In which the government may lying
lying near showed how death was
of them.
be interested.
,
RAIN SETTLES
reached. Two citizens stated that they
Mrs. Julia G. Young, 26 years old,
He was specifically charged with had been at the warehouse shortly beFOREST FIRES was killed almost instantly by being accepting $500 per month for five fore the bodies were found, and
though
dashed against, the telegraph pole and months from the Rlalto Grain and Se all three men were
drinking they were
a
serot
fracture
the
skull
of
Louis
for
curities
sustaining
Wisconsin
and
St,
to
Michigan!
Company
Danger
evidently in the best of spirits. The
vices rendered that company in the supposition is that West Wilson and
Towns From Flames Now
effort to prevent the issuance of an Arthur West engaged In a shooting afOver.
order by the postoffice department pro- fray and Mark Wilson was killed by
JAMES E. SCRIPPS
the use of malls by the com- a flying bullet.
SERIOUSLY ILL hibiting
Marinette, Wis., May 21. All dan
pany.
ger from forest fires Is now passed. It
Must Leave Senate.
is raining this morning and the wind Founder and Publisher of Detroit News
HEAT KILLS TWO.
after promulgating its
immediately
has died rut. The loss everywhere is
'
Des-lvClose
to
decision in the Burton case the Su
believed to have been greatly exaggerDoor.
ated.
New York, May 21. Two deaths
preme Court of the United States today granted a motion to give sixty and many serious prostrations and
Detroit, May 21. It was announced days to Senator Burton in which to sunstrokes are reported to the police
BROOKLYN HANDICAP. today that James E. Scripts, founder prepare a petition for a rehearing. If m a result of Saturday's extreme heat.
and publisher for many years of the he does not resign from the Senate, as For the first time this spring the sun
New York, May 21. In the Brooklyn Detroit News, who lias been ill for a a prominent Senator puts it, a resolu- beat down upon the streets oppreshandicap, Tokalon won; Dandelion number ot years cannot siuyive more tion will be Introduced to declare his sively, the thermometer rising to 98
than a few days.
seat vacant.
second; The Picket third. :
degrees.1'""

ARRESTED IN COLORADO

i.

CINITYOFMORIARTYrUrt

Fort)
e

Indian boys and young
Seventy-onmen who have been pupils at the
United States Indian Training School
In this city during the past school
term, loft Saturday evening for Rocky
!Ford, Colorado, to work during their
vacation in the sugar beet fields In the
vicinity of that town. Superintendent
Crandall states that theso boys and
young men beaoved themselves very
well while at the school and he expects good reports from them. He be- illeves they will sttve most of their
wages nnd that etich one will come
'back to the school with a surplus
'earned
vacation.
the
during
No
was
over
official
placed
Cran
the
boys,
Superintendent
dall believing that they know enough
and were sufficiently self reliant to
take care of themselves on the trip
from here to Rocky Ford. They were
divided Into detachments of ten each,
under a leaderand all under one general foreman. This organization will
continue during their absence from the

Wellman,

attempt to

Rock
Seventy-on-

a

SETTLERS IN

IN--

DIANS EMPLOYED AMERICAN UUNDUL

In

HepburnCallsMeet-inof House Com-

21. -- Chairman
May
Washington,
on
Hepburn of the House committee
interstate and foreign commerce, has
called an Informal meeting of his commute for tonight to cowider the
accord-oncrailway rate bill. This Is in
with the plan announced Satur15111
reaches the
day that when the
House it will lie on the speaker's desk
until some program can be outlined
for Its consideration.
As the measure was reported by a
unanimous vote, the Hepburn committee whose members voted regardless
of party alignment will be called Into conference. As yet there Is no
that the measure will be acas
the Senate passed it.
cepted
Railroad Bill Returned to Senate.
Washington, May 21. Without the
faintest show of Interest on either the
part of the House or the galleries, the
child of the House, the railroad rate
' bill, today came back to that "body from
the Senate, somewhat disfigured but
still recognizable. The bill went to
the speaker's table. Speaker Cannon
will during the day, examine the
amendments made In the Senate and
should they make it necessary, the
bill will be sent to the committee.
Bill to Regulate Enlistments.
Washington, May 21. This being
"suspension day" so called, the House
took up Us consideration of the Senate bill to regulate enlistments to the
United States revenue cutter service.
It was passed.
Consideration Postponed.
Washington, May 21. Consideration
of the Smoot case was postponed today by the committee on privileges
8nd elections on account of the absence of Chairman Burrows, who is
,
slightly indisposed.
Postmaster at East Las Vegas.
Washington May 21. The President today sent to the Senate the nomination of F, 0. Blood to be postmaster
at East Las Vegas.
No Conclusion Reached in Statehood
Conference.
21. Another
May
Washington,
meeting of the statehood conferees
was held today without result, so far
as reaching any conclusion is concerned. The Senate conferees have
submitted to a compromise, which is
understood to be on what Is generally
known as the Foraker amendment,
namely, to allow the people of New
Mexico and Arizona to express themselves on the statehood question at a
special election for that purpose.
Two New Mexico Bills Introduced.
Special to The New Mexican.
Washington, May 21. The Democratic leader, John Sharpe Williams,
and the Democrats in the House of
Representatives this morning flllbua-- .
tered during the entire session. The
bill Introduced by Delegate W. H. Andrews giving the land commission of
the Territory of New Mexico the power
to lease Territorial public lands in
larger areas than 640 acres, was called
up and passed by unanimous consent
The bill was sent Immediately to the
United States Senate and It will pass
in that body. The bill Introduced by
Delegate Andrews giving one section
of land to the City of Albuquerque for
a public park also passed without objection. The passage of the two bills
did not consume five minutes. Score
another one for Delegate W. H. Ani
drews.
New Mexico Pensions Granted,.
Special to the New Mexican.
he
Washington, May
following
pensions were today allowed by the
pension division to New Mexico veterans: Donlclano Montoya, Taos, $8 per
month "from April 16, 1906; Sosteno
Flores, Las Vegas, $16 per month from
February 8, 1906; Miguel Vigil, Chi-- ,
mayo, $21 per month from April 8,
1906; Jose Leon Telles, San Rafael,
$16 per month from February 3, 1906;
Landln Perry, now known as Julian
Smith Slbly, Las Vegas, $6 per month
from June 16, 1900, also $10 per month
from April 16, 1906; Thomas ReBker,
Fort Bayard, $16 per month from February 6, 1906. These 'allowances were
aided greatly by the work of Delegate
W. H. Andrews.
Blood Appointed Postmaster at East
.
Las Vega,
Special to The New Mexican.
Washington, May 21. F O. Blood
was today appointed postmaster at
East Las Vegas, which office has been
known lately as Las Vegas.

C

Rat-iiff-

Physicians in Con-

stant Attendance
at Vatican.

fifty-fiv-

e

COMPLAIN AGAINST
TELEGRAPH COMPANIES
Corporations Make Fortune of Disaster and Fail to Contribute Toward Relief.
San Francisco, May 21. Charges Involving the Western Union and Postal
have been
Telegraph
Companies
brought before the grand jury and a
committee has been appointed to investigate. It Is alleged that both companies received paid messages after
the earthquake and then sent them by
mail while the wires at Oakland were
working.
It is estimated that in the aggregate
the two corporations have collected a
quarter of a million dollars since the
fire. It Is said neither has contributed
anything to the relief fund.

CONTINUANCE IN
TRAIN ROBBERY CASES
John Murphy, Jim and John Black to
Be Tried at Next Term of Fourth
Judicial District Court.
John Murphy and Jim and John
Black, United States prisoners, held
under Indictments for train robbery,
were brought to the Territorial penitentiary last Saturday night by Captain Fred Fornoff of the New Mexico
mounted police and Deputy United
States Marshal Harry Cooper and
turned over to the authorities for safe
keeping.
The three men are accused of complicity In the train robbery on the
Rock Island Railroad at Logan, New
Mexico about three years ago. They
have already been tried twice in the
United States District Court for the
Fourth Judicial Dlstrlot at Las Vegas, the jury In each case disagreeing
and being unable to find a verdict.
The prisoners were to have been
tried at the present term of court at
Las Vegas, but on the motion ot United States Attorney E. L. Medler, In
behalf of the United States, a continuance until the October term was
granted. This was asked for by the
United States on account of the absence of a material and important witness who coul.i not be procured on account of severe illness and who Is
now In Oklahoma. The motion for
continuance was strongly fought by
the defendants' Attorney, Judge E. V.
Long, but was nevertheless granted by
the presiding judge, Chief Justice William J. Mills.

Sun Francisco, May 21. Although
nearly all of the refugees of this city
aTe being taken care of by friends, and
'have resumed
a large percentage
work, and can secure their own supplies, still many depend entirely upon
the bread line. Yesterday was a day
of prayer and rejoicing. The inhabitants of the city are regaining their
normal mental attitudes, and those
who lost all earthly possessions gave
thanks at saving their lives, while
those who saved any property out ot
the wreck feel grateful.
Apparently everybody felt the influence of the flood of sunshine and cloudless sky, and remembered as some had
not remembered for a long time, that
this was the day of the week set apart
for the praise of God. So toward the
middle of the forenoon all the roads
in San Francisco seemed to lead to
the altars that still stand.
Nor were these the only altars before which the great throngs of worshipers knelt to pour out their 'hearts
In gratitude and supplication, for sometimes the priest or clergyman spoke
his message of hope and comfort from
the steps of the church which stood,
if it stood at all, In ruin; sometimes
the hymns were sung or the prayers
murmured in parsonage parlors.
The afternoon passed quietly in visits from tent to tent, from shack to
shack, with migrations to the dawns
around the shattered music stand In
Golden Gate Park, where there was a
concert by a military band. It was
noticeable, however, that far the
larger number of those who gathered
to listen were men, and this seems to
be the case at every gathering of
amusement seekers In these disordered
times, for the women cannot forget
that they have lost their ribbons and
their furbelows, that their shoes are
cracked and dusty, that thetr hats ars
wilted caricatures and their bodices
torn and stained.

DYNAMITES OWN WIFE
AND GOES INSANE
Texas Farmer Kills Woman While
Blasting Stumps Crazed Over
the Tragedy.

Fort Worth, Texas, May 21. Using
a heavy charge ot dynamite to blow
up an old stump, which contained a
huge nest of poisonous snakes, Mrs.
James M. Carr, who was standing
near by watching the operation, was
struck by flying stumps and Instantly
killed. Carr, who discharged the dynamite bomb which killed his wife,
has gone violently insane over the
tragedy.
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taria and hospitals, that owe their existence to him in all parts of the
LEGAL NOTICE.
earth, will speak much more eloquently of the poor Scotch boy who came of I, James L. Sellgman, Administrator ,
the Kstate of Mrs. Frances
to America and carved out a fortune to be spent in philanthropy.
deceased, hereby give public no
"Abolish poverty?'' he cried in a speech a little more than six mouths tice of my
appointment by the probate
ago. "Never Abolish wealth ; there is no heritage half so valuable, as court of the County of Santa Fe, New
honest, unshamed poverty I" And, yet, it was 'while engaged in a life and Mexico, as such Administrator. All
death struggle for existence at Homestead, Pennsylvania, with his Social- persons having claims against the estate of the decedent are notified to
istic employes who were bearing the torch and death into his works, that present the same in the manner and
he said: "I believe Socialism to be the grandest theory ever presented within the time prescribed by law. All
and I am sure that one day it will rule the world. That is the state we persons Indebted to the decedent will
are drifting into. Then men will be content to work for the general wel- pay their debts to the Administrator.
Dated April the ICth, A. D. 1900.
fare and share their riches'" with their neighbors. Then we shall have
JAMES L. SELIGMAN,
attained the millenium." More than, one prophecy of this farseeing ironAdministrator.
master has come true even in his own time, but .the Socialism he speaks
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
of is not the frenzied, political nightmare' that the labor trust, the
The (New Mexican Printing Company
and the Moyers, are preaching, but the Socialism of the Golden
has prepared civil and criminal dockUule, the Socialism which in years long ago was voiced by Him who ets especially for the use of Justices
said: "Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these my of the peace. Tbey are especially
ruled, with printed headings, in either
brethren, ye have done it unto me."
Spanish or English, made of good recin
life
of
his
looks
and
out
riches
fabulous
began
Carnegie
poverty
ord paper, strongly and durably hound
upon poverty as the happiest circumstance in the life of any man who with leather back and covers and canout of its depths may see mountain peaks on his horizon. A born fighter vas, sides, have full hide In front, and
in the industrial world, he abhors fighting; to him a soldier in war is the fees ot Justices of the peace and
a murderer. For that reason he endowed the Hague Peace Tribunal with constables printed In full on the first
millions so that it might hasten the day of "peace on earth 1" When As- page. The pages are 10x6 inches.
TlieBe books are made up in civil and
sistant Secretary of War Thomas Scott tendered the impecunious young criminal
dockets, separate of 320
Carnegie the position of head of the department of military roads and pages each, or with both civil and
telegraphs during the Civil War, Carnegie turned from this tempting of- criminal bound In one book, 80 pages
fer to accent a subordinate position with the Pennsylvania Railroad in civil and 320 pages criminal. To In
he loved peace and hated bloodshed. Still, it was the
lY'u ,b,ey- "re nenA ut the
preference, because
.
.
...
low prices:
, ..
following
armor plate ami the guns irom his mills that made possible the completei
Clvl) or criminal
$4.00
of
the
at
United
incident-States
Manila and at Santiago and that
! Combined civil and crlminnal. .. . J5.00
victory
For 45 xents additional for a single
ally lifted the militant Roosevelt to the Presidency of this powerful nation
'
Such is destiny! It is well thnt among the pigmy race of million- - (ldet, or 55 cents additional for a
wm
,uey
'
aires there are occasional giants, men with the heart and philosophy" LcmT?imn
.
.
casn in
..t
ny mall or
.,'
otaCarnegte. If Ins m.ll.ons do not bring the millenium, they will at fu
um Company order. State!
least help to slamp onl the while plague. With this accomplished, it can
plainly whether English or Spanish;
truly be said of the Lord of Skibo Cnslle, that he has done more for primed heading Is wanted. Address
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
humanity than any other man since the davs of Him who healed the
lepers by (he laying on of hands.
(Homestead Entry No. C2I!.)
Selig-mud-
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FORTY

YEARS

OF GROWTH.

The progress made since the Civil War in the publishing of newspapers, in the gathering of news, to printing it on power presses, is exFrom a small four
emplified in the history of the Daily New Mexican.
column quarto with less than 10,000 ems of reading matter to the seven
column eight page paper containing 70,000 ems of telegraphic, terrritorial
and local news; from the printing of foreign tidings over two months
old to printing the news of events that occurred at the Antipodes, only
c few hours ago is but a
span of forty-thre- e
years, but years of tremendous
achievements, of marvelous occurrences, all faithfully chronicled day after day in the columns of the Daily New Mexican. It is only a generation from the day that the Daily New Mexican was set by hand by the
proprietor and one assistant, and the present when the New Mexican
Printing Company pays $30,000 a year in wages alone, an amount that
expended among local merchants, may mean the dillerencc between a
losing and a profitable business. But one instance of the direct bearing
of a large newspaper plant upon the life of a community: for many years
the postage bill of the New Mexican Printing Company has kept the
Santa Fe postoffice in the second class, giving it free delivery of mail
additional clerks, $300 a year more to the postmaster and $100 a year
more to his assistant.
The same beneficial material influence can bo traced directly into other
lines of local activity, not to speak of the fact that a newspaper is an index
of a town's prosperity and progressiveness and that it brings indirectly cap
ital and people into the community, who but for the newspaper, would;
never have known ot the town.
The large part that the New Mexican has played in the upbuilding
of the Territory of New Mexico, in the advancement of its people, is a
part of history. That it has left a deep impress upon its immediate surroundings and upon its times, is doubtless true but this came as a matter of course in the publication of a journal that never fails to defend the
people of the commonwealth from attacks from the outside and from within, that has day in and day out, preached the gospel of New Mexico resources, of New Mexico climate, of New Mexico manhood and womanhood, with the implicit faith that the future held great prosperity, great
progress, great growth in store for the Sunshine State and its capital. That
this faith is borne out by the course of events, never before has been more
evident than today. When, therefore, the New Mexican today enlarges
its size from six to seven columns a page, and adds to the length of every
one of the 56" columns, thus giving its readers thirty per cent more reading
matter than heretofore, it is merely because more space is needed to record
the vital events of this rapidly growing commonwealth and because the
increasing patronage of the New Mexican demands that even more so.
than heretofore the New Mexican print a territorial newspaper, free
from local prejudices 'and narrowness, a paper that makes the entire
Territory its field and has a good word and a boost for every county, every
town, every settlement. The New Mexican's location at the historic capital, gives it many advantages in the gathering of news of more than local interest, which is not covered by the press associations, and therefore unobtainable by other newspapers except through the New Mexican or special
No wide awake citizen therefore, interested in New Mexcorrespondents.
ico's welfare, ought to do without the Daily New Mexican, especially,
when it is remembered that in addition to its territorial and local news
columns, it receives the unsurpassed Associated Press Service, has a clean
and fearless editorial page and frequently publishes illustrated New Mexico feature stories. Concise in presenting the news, it is yet comprehensive and therefore, a paper especially for the busy man and the
who want to keep abreast with the times and have not the time
nor inclination to dig through columns of slush in the yellow monstrosities published in the big cities.
of an hour; money can
Influential newspapers are not
not manufacture newspaper success to order; W. Tt. Hearst made a vain
effort to build up in a short time daily papers of power and profit and has
been compelled to wait on time to do for his string of big newspapers
what money and enterprise could not accomplish. Others, less conspicuous, have sunk fortunes in launching newspapers, either to fail or to
learn that a great newspaper is a slow growth, that it is the years and the
individuality behind the newspaper, that strengthen the hold of a journal
upon its readers and upon the public at largo. But. given years and individuality, coupled with enterprise and honesty of purpose, and the value
of a newspaper plant is not measured by its inventory, nor even by its
earning power, but by the faith that its readers place in its integrity, its
unselfishness and impartiality, and above all its singleness of purpose in
advocating at all times that which it believes to be to the best interest
of the cause it represents, the community that it serves and the nation to
which it is loyal.
0
busy-woma-

CARNEGIE HELPS TO FIGHT GREAT WHITE PLAGUE.
The gift of $5,000 by Andrew Carnegie for the establishment of a
cottage sanitarium at Silver'City, will direct the attention of philanthropists the world over toward the need of sanitaria in the Southwest to care
for consumptives who lack the means of taking advantage of the climate
cure. Physicians, as well as laymen, no longer dispute seriously that
climate has a dominant effect upon diseased lungs and throats and that in
New Mexico are to be found the climatic conditions most favorable for
restoring such diseased organs and tissues to their normal health. The

national government has recognized this by establishing sanitaria for consumptives at Fort Stanton and at Fort Bayard. Many physicians now
send their patients to the Rocky Mountains, although often only after every other attempt at. cure has failed, instead of at the first symptom of
tuberculosis.
It is a new and wide field that science has thus opened for philanthropy. What grander work can money undertake than to provide shelter, home, food and care for those who flee from the climate that would
send them to the grave? Fraternities and even state governments have
recognized their responsibility in that direction and as a result a fraternal
sanitarium of great magnitude is about to be opened at Las Vegas and
state governments are looking for suitable locations to found state sanitaria such as Pennsylvania maintains at White Haven, New York in the
Adirondack's and Massachusetts and other states within their boundaries.
It has remained for Andrew Carnegie, however, to take a vigorous lead in
private philanthropy by endowing a sanitarium in a climate which in itself has proven a cure for tuberculosis.
A wonderful man and philosopher, this man
Carnegie, the manufacturer of armorplate, the builder of libraries and the writer of books !
His munificence extends in every direction from his Scotch home to the
ends of the world. New Mexico has been a sharer in his wealth, for Las
Vegas and Roswell owe their new public library buildings to him, and
Santa Fe, too, hopes to receive aid from his purse in erecting its much
needed library. One of the motives for his
philanthropy he expressed
several years ago as follows: "I have often said and I now
repeat that
the day is coming when the man who dies possessed of millions of available wealth which was free in his hands ready to be distributed will die
disgraced. I refer to that man who dies possessed of millions of securities
which are held simply for the interest they produce that he may add to
his hoard of miserable dollars." A philosophy this, born, perhaps, of
this thought of his, expressed with set jaw and bitterly to a friend : "I
am sixty-fiv- e
years old, but if I could make Faust's bargain, I would give
of my life over again 1" A modest
all that I have to live only one-ha-lf
man, too', who has written his own epitaph in these words: "Here lies
a man who knew how to get around him a great many men who were much
cleverer than himself." However, while those words may some day be
graven on his tomb, the libraries, the schools, and best of all, the sani

....

I

REPUBLICAN HARMONY IN CONGRESS.
to
latest advices the Uepublican Senators have gotten toAccording
gether and peace reigns in Republican ranks in Congress. It has taken
concession pro and con by the administration and by its opponents to bring
this about; consultations were held by the score and those engaged in getting together gave and took whore it was necessary. It was one of the
neatest, and one of the most interesting political games ever played in the
halls of Congress, and certainly the Republican party has come out of it
stronger and better united than ever. The Washington Post discusses
the subject in very interesting slvle. It evidently knows whereof it
speaks and puts this knowledge into good plain English. The editorial of

Notice for Publication.
Department of the interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
May 12, IflOG.
Notice is hereby given that the fol- lowing named settler has filed notice;
of Ids Intention to make final proof;
in support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the clerk of
the court at Albuquerque, N. M., July

tone, at Sandoval, Bernalillo County, New Mexico, viz.:
Elijah McLean FVnlon, of Perea,
Bernalillo County, N. M., for the SE
E
SE
W NE
and
SE
section 9, T 19 N, H 2 E.
He names the following witnesses;
In nrnvp Ills print IrmniiH residence nn- ion and cultivation of sa.id land, viz.:
R. Blelcher, G. W. Dexter, J. F.
Dexter, of Albuquerque, N, M.; W. O.
Bletcher, ot Senorito.
M ANUEL It. OTERO,
Register.
5,
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places in each precinct. The New
Mexican has printed the law neatly
on cardboard and is now ready to fill
orders in English or Spanish at fifty
cents for each poster. Probate clerks
should enter their orders Immediately,
as the new law wont Into effect on
April

--

The people of New Mexico who are really in favor of statehood will
be glad to hear that according to tho latest and best scientific investigations, the existence of the earth is placed at least at one hundred millions
of years; therefore, there is still a good chance that New Mexico may
become a state before the end of time.
So far Messrs. Cleveland of New York, Bryan of Nebraska, and Hob-so- n
of Alabama, have shown no great zeal or fervor in the direction of
scouring tho Democratic nomination for the presidency in 1908. Thev
are all like Barkus "willing" but do not care to say so as yet. They may
not be so coy and so shy in twelve months from now.
o

The increase in the size of the Daily New Mexican will prove another
thorn in the sides of the yellow dog sheets and the tax dodgers and knock
ers in New Mexico. Other improvements in the paper are contemplated.
The New Mexican will stay with you, never fear.
o

The joint conference committee having the Hamilton statehood bill
in charge is proving itself a first class juggler, that's all !

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cuiaine and Tabic Service Unexcelled

Room
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LA.COME & GABLE, Proprietors.
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American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.

Coronaclo Hotel
The Best 50c Rooms in the Southwest.
Restaurant in Connection.
Short Orders Served Night and Day.
Regular Meals, '&5c.
Serves First Class Spanish Dished.
'
Everything in Season.
222 San Francisco St.
South Side Plaza.
"

G.

LUPE HERRERA. Proprietor.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

SAfiTA

Chamberlain's

Colic, Cholera & Diarrhea Remedy
Almost every family hat need
of a reliable remedy for colic or
diarrhea at some time during the
year.
This remedy is recommended
by dealers who have sold it for
many yean and know its value.
It hat received thousands of
testimonials from grateful people.

It hat been prescribed by physicians with the most satisfactory
results.

It hat often saved life before
medicine could have been tent for
or a physician summoned.
It only costs
Can
quarter.
you afford to risk to much for so
kttle
BUY IT NOW.

f E SAI1TAPP

Modern Scientilic Methods for Treatment of Disease.
TENT

COTTAGES

FOR

THE

CURE

OF TUBERCULOSIS

PerDiet and treatment as approved by leading medical authorities.
sonal study and attention given each east. SnparatB hospital for fever

For further particulars address.
DR. J. II. 8I.OAN, Medical Director, SANTA FE, N. M.

.and other patients).

Fresh Fruits in Season.

Fresh Flowers All the Time.

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

'. lfldS.

Herewith are some bargains offered
Comoy the New Mexican, Printing
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1 : paper bound, 75c: Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for flu; Adapt
ad to New Mexico Code, Laws ct New
Mexico, 1809, 1901, and 1903, English
and Spanish
pamphlet, $2.25; full
leather, $3; Sheriffs Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
Tho Cackwar of Baroda arrived in New York recently accompanied by more
books, $1 each; New Mexico Su
only one wife and one child. Tie was dressed like a civilized being,, wear- preme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10. in
ing a derby hat," tweed suit and carrying a cane. Such is the informa- elusive, delivered at publisher's' price.
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
tion gleaned from the society columns of several Gotham
newspapers. Now,
if the able editors of these newspapers will explain to the benighted west- Laws, 76c; Compilation Mining Laws
50c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
ern people who the Gaekwar of Baroda is, they will confer a great favor.
Reports, full sheep, (J.60 delivered;
Encyclopedias are scarce in the Rocky Mountain states ftnd territories,, full Hit school banks.
and in addition, even if people had them, they are too busy to look at them.
The New Mexican can do Printing
They are too busy with current affairs.
equal to that done In any of the large
cities. Our solicitor
piece of
It is time that some despicable knocker in the Albuquerque news- work we turn ouU Try Every
our work once
paper gang start another lying sensation concerning Delegate W. H. An- and you will certainly come again.
drews. The gang acts upon the principle that every day on which no lie We have all the facilities for turning
out every class of work, including one
is told concerning the Delegate is
absolutely lost to it. Yet, to the credit
of Mr. Andrews be it said, he continues to be a good and staunch friend of the best Binderies in the West.
of the city of Albuquerque, regardless of the dirty attacks made upon
him in season and out of season by the Albuquerque Fakir Jourial and its
yellow dog allies.
o

THE PALACE HOTEL
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Mayor T. B. Catron has not yet resigned the position of
president
of tho City Board of Education, and President T. B. Catron of
the City
Board of Education has not yet vacated the office' of
mayor of the city
of Sanla Fe. The law is specific and says that no one man shall hold
these two offices at the same time. Is there an official in this
district
whose duty it is to see that the terriorial statutes in such cases made and
provided are duly carried out? If not, why not? Is Mayor Catron above
the law? If so, the people should know it, The
point the New Mexican
Piflkes in this case is plain and simple.
The statutes are made to be
obeyed by all citizens alike. Mayor Catron is very sharp when it comes
to noting violations of the law and disobedience of its
provisions by citizens who are opposed to him politically, or in matters which do not suit
him. Why cannot ho be compelled to abide by the law as it is? He
poses
as a reformer.
Hadn't reform better commence at home, especially in
his case.

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO

l1"?

sv
the Post reads:
"Now that the Republican membership is again united and a happy
family, with the solitary exception of Mr. La Fpllette, we may expect that
legislation win ne greatly expert i tort and adjournment had at the earliest
practicable moment. The party in power is usually averse to Ions ses
sions of Congress and experience teaches that long sessions are
usually
disastrous.
'P.nt the Republican party has just accomplished a feat that is unpre
cedented, even in its marvelous career. The President, Senators Aldrichjl
Dolliver, Foraker, Nelson, Knox, C'lapp, Spooner, Long, and all the rest
(Homestead Entry No. fi2S.r(.)
of them but La Follette, are shoulder to shoulder in solid
Notice for Publication.
and
phalanx,
tne jtepuniican party is always formidable at the polls when it has just lepnrtment of the Interior, Land
at Sanla Fe, N. M.
pulled itself together after a family quarrel. Last February it looked as
April 17, inofi.
though Mr. Aldrieh would have to go to the foot of the Senate, but he Notice is hereby given that the fol-- j
is more secure than ever at the head.
Among tho leaders of the Repub- lowing named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
lican side of the Senate since the creation of the
Republican party, he support of his claim, and that
said
is the most dexterous and the most successful.
None ruled with the proof will be made before the regis-- ,
the
Rhode Islander maintains not Chase, nor Fessenden, nor Mor- ter or receiver at
sway
Sanla Fe, N. M., on
"
ton, nor Conkling was so secure in the leadership.
May 24, 190C, viz.:
Felipe Herrera, for the NE4 SW4,
"Indeed, it savors of tho uncanny, this joining of Foraker and Dolliver after the tilt between them when tho rate bill was first discussed in lots 3 and 4, section 18, TOA20 N, R 3 E,
VTM C.EVI
rp
AnMr.
9 T?
1.
Snnnln loot tnK,n.. . r
II'.. "'ere ever sue in i. .
discipline.' Was He names the following witnesses
7"""'
uiuic cvoi sucn opportunism .' And the strange part of it is that nobody. to prove his continuous residence upon
ijui a soul,i has surrendered a particle of principle, or conviction or pride 'iBnA cultivation of said land, viz.:
of opiinion, or anything else. Tho
"bdo Herrern, ot Hobart, N. M..S
trumpet had called to battle, and
Of!
fellow took his place in the ranks. It is a habit the G. O. P. fell
spa-- :
years and years ago. It is a discipline their opponents, the Democrats. nolo,
'
are incapable of acquiring.
'
MANl'El, R. OTERO,
J he Republican
Reglsur.
campiagn committee is busy and report is that
it is organizing with a thoroughness thnt not even the
Republican party
MARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
evtu
nas a nnger on the pulse of
ociore.
it
every com
The new marriage license law re;
uhcro
it
to
munity
possible
get a Republican majority, and when it! quires probate clerks to post th ree
is aller a majority the G. O. P. is
always magnificent."
eoples of the new law in conspicuous
-
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The Clarendon Gat den.
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Cut Flowers a Specialty, Wedding Bouquets, Decoration.
Floral Designs. .Telephone No. 12. P. O. Box 457.
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Undertakers acd
Embalmers
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.
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THE
ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

Automobile
MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY

The short line between Sanla F ,
Albuquerque and all points of Central
and Western New Mexico and Roswell
ind the Pecos Valley, saving passengers and malls at least 24 hours In
time In making these points; aUo connecting at Torrance with the Hock Island system for all points east, am!
vest.

J. W.

Leave Torrance for Roswell dally at
a. m., arrive at Roswell at 12 noon.
Leave Roswell for Torrance daily at
at 1 p. m., arrive at Torrance at 10 p.
m. This Is the schedule time allowed
for carrying the mall, but under favorable conditions, the trip Is made In
about half the time. Grips and band
sachets carried, but cannot handle
trunks at present.
4

STOCKARD, Manager, Roiwel!, New Mexico.
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Surplus and Undivided ProAte
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Loans
TransacU a general banking, buslnsss In all Ita branches.
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of persons! and collateral aecurlty. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
Its customers. Buys and sells domsstlo and foreign exchange and
makes telsaraohie transfers of monay to all darts of the elvlllzed
world on as liberal terma ae are given by any money transmlttli
nubile or orlvate. Interest allowed orf tlms deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on a six month' or year's term.
Liberal advancea made on consignments of live stock and products.
Ths bank executes all orders of Ite patrons In the banking line, and
elms to extend to them aa liberal treatment In all respects, aa la conDe- of
eound
and
Safety
the
with
banking.
principles
safsty
slstsnt
so- poelt boxee for rent. The patronage of the pubilo is respectfully
llclted.
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AN OPPORTUNITY FOR SMALL INVESTORS.
money to handle proposition
but

"".

and
it ukes
There 1b no surer or safer Investment than good InBlda City Propery.
email
law
to
the
an
afford
opportunity
to
favorable
conditions
with
new
permanency
small capital U barred. Growing
town,
means, This chance U
where his money will earn a handsome piottt, equal in proportion to that of his more fortunate brother with larger

Otero County.
gang of the El Paso
& Southwestern Railway 19 encamped
at Rio Grande and la laying sidetracks
and putting In switches for the ln-creased traffic at that point.
Quay County.
Dr. J. 0. Russell, owner of drug atore
at, Tucumcarl, has filed complaint with
the New Mexico Board of Pharmacy
that the M. B. Goldenberg Company,
a mercantile concern, Is dealing In patent medicines.
Chaves County.
The graduating class of the New
Mexico Military Institute and of the
Roswell High School, were given a
complimentary dance at the Commercial Club at Roswell on last Wednesday evening.
Andrew Axelson, a talented musician, died at Roswell on Thursday of
last week from the result of hemorrhages brought on by
AxeliBcn was thirty year of age and
came to Roswell two years ago from
Rock Island, Illinois.
Ennls Post, aged sexenteen years,
a jockey, pleaded guilty In the district
court at Roswell on Friday to forgery.
The Jury had been empaneled and the
trial was about to proceed when Post
withdrew his plea of not guilty and
entered a plea of guilty. Judge W. H.
Pope will pronounce sentence today
or tomorrow.
Luna County.
Joseph Taylor has sold his ranch,
Including cattle, sixteen miles south
of Demlng to E. E. Burdick of Deming.
George Chesfiinnn, a Denver cattle
buyer, on last. Wednesday shipped ft
cat- train load of one and
tie from the ranches of Hudson &
Todhumter and of A. Watkins, to Den-
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A construction

Th oldest banking Institution In New Mexico. Establlshse! In 1170,
RUFU3 J. PALEN, President,
. JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vict President. ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Cashier.
Capital
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THE GATEWAY

abundant In quantity at a depth of 35
Which has all the things necessary for the building of a good, substantial town, Including water of good quality,
In Its Infancy; as fine an aU
with
In
Southwest
the
agriculture
of
section
the
finest
grazing country
feet below the surface, located In and tributary to
one the new A., T. & 9. F. Short una to tae
around climate as there Is In the world, wllh a pushing, energetic class of citizens and two railroads,
come uow. The townelte Is owned by
Pacific. Wlllard has made a moat phenomenal growth and the price of lota will noon advance. Heller

Willard Town and Improvement Company.WILBUR

Vie

A.

DUNLAVY,
JOHN BECKER Frs and (lea. Mgr.
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer.
Mexico.
Nsw
JOHN
Eetancla,
W.
on
Awent,
CORBETT,
or
address
Call
VM 11. BKRQER, Secretary.
In the absence of Mr. Corbett.
Carl A. Dalies, Manager of The John Becker Co. Store at Wlllard, ha charge of the sale of lot

Pre.

I

THE ORIGINAL
LAXATIVE
HONEY and TAR
1 1

2Ji

Cures Coughs, Colds, Croup, La Grippe, Asthmaf Throat
and Lung Troubles. Prevents Pneumonia and Consumption
IRELAND'S

PHARMACY.

THEY NEVER FAIL.

ARIZONA

NEWS NOTES

in the
YELLOW PACKAQg

California.

That la What They Say About Them
In Santa Fe, and It li Tlifir-for-

WHAT WE WILL DO.
Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever gave,
Just call on us at our salon
At morn or eve or busy noon.
We'll curl and dress the hair with
grace,
We'll suit the contour of your face.
Our razor sharp and scissors keen,
Our shop is neat and towels are clean;
And everything we think you'll find
To suit the taste and please the mind.
First class bath room, T. W. Robert's
O. K, Barber Shop, '.'A" Salmon Block,
San Francisco Street, Santa Fo, N.M.

Reliable.

Another proof, more evidence, Santa Fe evidence to swell the long llwl
ot local people who endorse the old
Quaker remedy, Doan's Kidney Pills.
Rend tho convincing endorsement of
that, remarkable preparation:
Thomas Quintanu of San Miguel St.,
says: "When 1 noticed Doan's Kidney
Pills advertised in a Santa Fe paper,
I camo
lo the conclusion that they
would be just tho treatment required
by .Mrs. Quinlnna. She suffered from
cannot tell for how long,
backache
hut very often she was unable to do
the slightest housework. More than
once I have seen her scarcely able to
move about the house. With the intention of testing the remedy thoroughly,
I went to Ireland's
Pharmacy for a
box of Doan's Kidney Pills and she
commenced the treatment, She took
a second box ajul men a tnirn wnen
tho last nllnok of backache stopped
und for eight months tshe has had
complete immunity from pain. Something novel in her existence."
For sale by nil dealers. Price CO
Co., Buffalo,
cents..
New York, sole agents for tho L'nlted
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Frank Mognett, a Phoenix boy aged
was arrest ed nt Mesa on the
years,
Wert
Blankets, Baeketa, Ra, Wax, Fsstshr and Linen Drum
.
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAWcharge of stealing a bicycle and 'taken
Oeme.
Other
snd
Garnets
Opals, Turtwlaea,
back to Phoenix. He was given a 11 uu
EXCURSIONS
SEASIDE
Te Have tke Beet ef Everything la Sw Una.
OUR MOTTO
at the Capital City and sentenced to
MAX. FROST.
Commencing May 1st and until Sep
serve a term in the reform school.
Attorney at law.
Fe will sell tick'
Santa
the
30th
ember
The Mesa Free Press says: "It looks
New Mexico.
pis on each Tuesday, Tiiursuay ana Santa Fe
ver.
now as though there was no doubt in
to Los Angeles and San Di
Saturday
Both the Bank and the Commercial the world about the Mesa lands being
HANNA A SPENCER,
ego from Santa Fe at the rate of $4190
Hotels nt Demlng have been refurn- lust the proper thing for sugar beets.
limit of
Return
round
the
for
trip,
Attorneya at Law.
INSTITUTE
MILITARY
NEW MEXICO
ished and refitted during the past On every hand comes cheering reports
Phone 66.
Office, Griffin Blk.
ticket November ,,0th, 1MB.
KOSWKU,, HKW MK1IOO.
week. A modern bath room Is one of from the olant of splendid
stands,
allowed In California. For particulars
to
tine
Hotel.
the
Bank
additions
saccharin
rapid growth and admirable
call on agpnts of the Santa Fe.
TUB MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
Q. W. PRICHARD,
.lames Phillips, who owns a cattle qualities of the beets.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
the
Attorney and Counaelor at Law.
Territory.
ranch near Florida, came into DemEstablished and Snpported by
with
M.
N.
in
13.
was
V.
Santa Fe,
last evening
Dent
Practices in all the District Courta
boet from MnyAa
jing last week to haye several scalp
aye
and glvea special attention (0 cases
EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
cause
been
dressed
had
wounds
that
11
4
and
modern and
When a fellow can't pay his bills before the Territorial
wh,ch welgnecl
.
Supreme Court.
Colters. New buildings, .all furnishings and equipments
a vicious norse.
,,
ny kicks irom
lho
Qto
,
I IJCTO UCCia
it's up to folm to pay his attentions Office,
.
,
all conveniences.
,
UUIIl'Arn.
,,
a
nvii, nWntnA
electric-lightebaths,
.
Capitol Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
ui
ueiums.
.,.
nailer
aioore,
Fnnst.
and
Mnasrs
lormmy
to
heiress.
an
v,ah,rv
shssIoo. Session Is
and Miss Lydia Tlngley, were married
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 2M) per
Dent have in partnership 27 acres, but
at El Pnso last week. Rov. E. M. Walt about five acres
BENJAMIN M. READ,
hree terms of thirteen weeks each.
were planted late and
Every page of tho New Mexican
of the Christian Church offlciated. The
R08WEIL Is a noted health resort. 3,70(1 feet above sea level;
Attorney at law.
news matter ot interest to
In getting a good irrigation.
contains
were
late
groom is an employe of the El Paso This corner of the field will be latter
New Mexico.
Santa
Sunshine everydayfrom September to . lime.
Read
Fe,
the
people.
reading
general
& Southwestern
W. M. Atkinson. W. A.
Railway Company, In
Palace Ave.
but Is growing nicely."
them all or you may miss something Office, Sena Blk.
REGENTS Nathan falTa, W. It Heed,
developing,
to
recent
El
eame
Paso
and the bride
A. Cahoon
of importance to yon.
become
has
perhaps,
Flnlsy and
raising
Sheep
ly from her home at Bansor, Maine.
COL. J. W. WILLSON, Supt.
.
For particulars address
CHAS. A. LAW,
The couple are spending their honey- tho most important branch of the live
It isn't a man's ignorance of the law
Attorney-at-Law- .
moon at the home of the groom'3 stock Industry In Arizona. This is peras
so
the
favorable
him
much
that convicts
haps true on account of tho
U. S. Land Office Practice, a Specialty.
father, C. I. Moore, at Deming.
to
are able
ignorance of his lawyers.
New Mexico.
'
Today district court for Luna Coun- climatic conditions. Sheep
Clayton,
much longer than
ty convened at Deming. Judge Frank go without water
all
Some of the choicest rooms in the
W. Parker presided, and District Clerk cattle, so that they can be driven
N. 8. Rosa.
George Spence.
IsW. E. Martin was at his place of duty. over the unwatered ranges during the
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
city are advertised for rent in this
e
o
KUSt.
orcNtlc
months
winter
summer and during the
tLsae waters tas been thoroughly test The docket Is quite a large one.
You can get some bargains In the sue. Considering the scarcity of rooms
These Celebiated Hot Springs are
Attorneya.
ed by the miraculous cures attested to
J. Killey, who came to Deming they can be herded in large numbers real estate lino right now by calling an early answer to this advertisement Land, Mining and
Ancient
the
ot
Corporation Law,
of
south.
In
the
located In the midst
the
deserts
During
In the following diseases:
State
from
for
health
the
will
Paralysis, recently
his
on tho reliable real estate dealers,
pay.
In Office.
Notary
Specialities,
west
miles
of
winter
season
a
the
the
twenty-fivheavy
rainy
Jllff Dwellers,
HueheR & Dolgado. Office west side
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption, of Washlng.ton, died last week and
New Mexico.
Estancla.
Is
to
be
and
of
weeds
grass
growth
ot Plaza.
of Taos, and fifty miles north ot Santa Malaria, Brlght's Disease of the Kid- was burled at Demlng.
It is generally as hard for a man to
the
on
the
deserts
and
found
sheep
Grant County.
Bar neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affee
appreciate a woman's troubles as for
Te, an about twelve mlleB from
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
James T. Goane lled at St. Joseph's feeding on this watery herbage will
Catarrh, I .a Grippe, all
The oftenor a man 'has oceaMon to
Scrofula,
tlons,
woman to appreciate u mans Joice.
Rio
and
tlhe
Denver
on
anca Station
and
fatten
without
water
weeks
for
Attorney at law.
go
from
week
last
Silver
Board,
his
friends
City
Femal Complaints, etc., etc.
offer an apology the oftenor
Hospltarat
Las Crucea, New Mexico.
As tho spring advances
Grande Railway, from which point a
to
$14 injuries received while employed as to perfection.
excuse
for
will
an
have
and
declining
$2.50
per
day;
bathing
Its
lodging
Is
apprecia
The public
showing
District Attorney for Dona Ana,
may be driven slowly up the accent the apology.
dally line of atagea runa to the springs.
week; $50 per month. Stage meets brakoman on tho Plnos Altos narrow they
tion of the attractive circulars sent Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Coun
The temperature of these waters Is per
Ho was caught between mountains of the north, where artificial
line.
Fe
gauge
Santa
for
waits
and
tntlus
Denver
nt bv tho New Mexican Printing
reservoirs and lakes, made of recent
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
ties, Third Judicial District.
train upon request. Thla resort Is at two cars and tod his hip bones crushas Rockefeller.
Not if as Rich
In regard to rubber stamps,
Company,
water,
carbonic. Altitude, 6.000 eet. Climate
supply
years,
came
35
was
ed.
and
He
years
Is open all
aged
seasons
and
of
Rocke
at
all
tho
wealth
tractive
all
had
of
If
orders.
number
you
in
by sending
A most unique plan of paying off a
very dry and delightful the year winter, passengers fo OJo Calient to Silver City ten years ago. A widow
A. W. POLLARD,
feller, the Standard Oil magnate, you
round. There la now a commodious
church debt has been conceived and could not
9 a. hi., and and three children survive him. .
at
Attorney at law.
Fe
medicine
lor
subetter
Santa
cau
a
leave
be
buy
vermiform
may
The
appendix
Invalids
ot
convenience
hotel for the
R. IC. Wade, a forest ranger on tho put Into operation by Rev. A. Wagner bowel
District Attorney, Luna County.
m. the same
than Chamberlain's perfluous, but without It the Incomes
Callente at 4
reach
OJo
complaints
coutaln
waters
and tourists. These
Gila Forest Reserve, ihas resigned 'hl9 of the A. M. E. Church of Phoenix, and
New Mexico.
Fare for round trip from Santa
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. of a
many doctors would he cut Demlng
M88.24 grains of alkaline aalta to the day.to OJo
position to take effect oil May 31. He already It has been quite successful, The most eminent physician cannot off. great
furthei
For
$7.40.
Fe
Callente,
had been In the service six years and He has organized his Hock Into thlr
gallon, being the richest alkallue Hot
.ft II. Boah&m.
a. C. Wada.
a better preparation for
particulars, address
his present station Is al Kingston, Si- teen counties representing the thirteen prescribe
Springs In tie world. The efficacy ot
BONHAM a WADE,
ot
olic uud diarrhoea, both for children
themselves
are
Cltl.eus
availing
erra County.
leountles of Arizona. Each eoiintv has
and adults. The uulfornr success of the opportunity of seeming rubber
Attorneya at Ltw.
The cliarter of the Silver City Na-- a Judge, district, attorney, sheriff and
Practice in the Supreme and Dishas shown It. to be super' stamps at reasonable rates anu are
this
remedy
tional Bank expires on June 26 of all other leading officials necessary to
and responding to tho New Mexican Print- trict Courta of the Territory, In the
Ojo Calientc. Taos County, N Itt. this year and tho hank has applied to conducting a county government. The lor to nil others. It never falls,sweet
when reduced with water and
ing I'ompnny'a advertisement rapidly. Probate Courta and before the U. S.
the Treasury Department for an ex- plan Is for the officials of each county,
Is pleasant to take. Every fam
ened.
Surveyor Gutturals and U. 3, Land
of
for
another
tension
charter
twenty
to raise money In any honorSold
Officers.
v should be supplied with it.
1as Crooes, N. M.
in
and
love
Is
quoted
war,"
"All
fair
years. National Bank Examiner J. W. able way they can and each time they
the Wise Guy. "Or, otherwise, before
Norvell was nt Silver City last week receive n donation it Is called d case. by all druggists.
A. B. RENEHAN,
and after marriage," adde.l the Simple
to examine and check up the hank pre- If the officials of
any government held
SIllleiiB There is honor
among Mug.
Practice In the Supreme and Disto
recommendations
IN-Fparatory
making
INE
an Ico cream social It is known as a thieves. Cvhlcus Nonosense! thieves
DKALF.R
trict Courta; M tuning and Land Law
for an extension of .the charter.
case, and the proceeds are the fees. If are
other people.
as
had
as
Mexican
a Specialty. Rooms 8 9 Sena Blag.,
New
The
Company
Printing
just
Samuel Lindauer a few daya ago a man contributes a dollar It Is known
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
is prepared to furnish cards de vlslte Palaca Are., Santa Fa, N. M.
T. L. Lowe the Curoton as a
from
bought
fine
tho
and
dollar
the
is
Use.
for
case,
Family
Sciatica Cured After Twenty Years for ladles or gentlemen on short no
Imported and Native Wirea
residence at Silver City, E. M. Burm- - Tho plan
sue
promises to bo a most
of Torture.
OUR 8PECIAI,TIE8-O- id
Crow, McBrayer
CHAS. F. EASLEY,
'
tice, In first class Rtylo at reasonable
back bought from Samuel Agee the cessful one.
For more than twenty years Mr.
Guckrnheimer Rye, Taylor and Paxton, Old
in
residence
prices, either engraved or printed. Call
same
and
(Late Surveyor General.)
the
Speed
city
Mln
Clinton
2322
St.,
II. Massey, of
on the New Mexican Printing Com
Jordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Whiskiea.
will In addition erect a brick cottage
Attorney at law.
neapolls, Minn., was tortured by set pany and leave your orders.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe
for renting purposes on the premises,
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET, SANTA FE
a'.lcu. The pain and suffering wtiicn
Land and Mining Business a Specialty.
George Sallo has purchased a lot In
he endured during this time Is beyond
the residence portion of silver City
Everybody knows bow everything
Palace.
Nothing gave him should be done.
comprehension.
and will thereon erect a
E. C. ABBOTT,
Mrs. W. A. Loudnz,
Montpeller. any permanent relief until he used
brick cottago this summer.
Attorney at law.
Ohio; L. Tiger, Rochester, New York; Chamberlaln'H Pain Balm. One appll
The New Mexican Printing Company
Practices In the District and Su
A vicious Jog a few lays ago bll a
Helmnln, Cincinnati; F. A. Sullivan, catio'i (t that Hnlineii relieved the is prepared to fill promptly and satisCourta. Prompt and careful atson of William Orr of Denver; E. P.
the
Holcoinbe, Washington pain and made Sleep and rest possible, factorily all orders for engraved visit- preme
tention given to all business.
Silver City In the awn. The boy was D.
George A. Flannlgan, Denver; and lefs than one bottle,, baa efTecteu ing cards, marriage announcements.
C;
on his way to school when attacked by E. S.
District Attorney for the Counties
Bruce, Washington, D.'C: Miss
the dog. The wound was cauterized Elizabeth Nohl, Prescott," Arizona; C a permanent cure. If troubled with Invitations and nil work of that kind. of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and Sao
a Prices as low as compatible with good
and the 'dog was killed by Cltv Mar- G. McKenna, Denver; P. Marion, Lon sciatica or rheumatism why not try
Juan. Santa Fa, New Mexico.
bottle of Pain Balm and see work. Call at the New Mexican Office
shal Gill.
don; J. C. Neal, Kansas City; A. L. for
relieves
It
in the Southwest
yourself how quickly
EMMETT PATTON.
The volunteer firemen of Sliver City Waterhouse, Denver: Dr. D. B. Las
all druggists.
and Counaalor at Law.
are collecting contributions from bus- Vegas; A. J. Coen, Chicago; G. J. Lit the pain. For sale by
Attorney
When a crowd of women are talking
iness men for the establishment of a tle, Detroit; L. W. Trumbull, Denver
Box 98, Roswell, New Mexico.
The
girl of museum if you listen long enough you will hear Office over Citizen'! National Bank.
relief fund out of which to pay for George Saxon, Alamosa; S. H. Austin
need a mirror to tell it about, some one getting thin.
doesn't
fame
of
ruined
firemen
while
wife
and daughter, Philadelphia; W,
clothing
fight
her hats are on straight.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
ing Are. The contributions of the bus W. Eldridge, St. Louis.
"A MEXICAN HOT"
iness men are quite liberal.
Attorney at law.
Claire,
NIPPLES.
Can always he obtained at the Old
SORE
A house party was given on SaturDistrict Attorney for Second Judicial
F. A. Lewis, St. Louis;' A. Iouls Per
A cure may he effected by applying Bon Ton.
Here they are: Chile con
District
day by Mr. and Mrs. Wi H. Jack at rln and wife, Chicago; Bert Phillips, Chamberlain's Salve as soon "as the
Came, Tosole, Enchiladas, Mentido,
In the District Court an I
their ranch home, Oak Grove, In honor Taos: W. H. Wood and
Practices
Golden
off
or
sister,
Chile verde and any other Mexican
child is done nursing. Wipe it
of Miss Julia Eno and Wayne
Court of the Territory;
Al Haas, Kansas City; Ben Weiler,
cloth before allowing the Spanish dish ever hoard of. One trial the Supreme
Wilson. Besides the guests of Denver; M. Bassist, St, Louis; J. C with a soft
also before the United States Supreme
trained nurses will convince
know
to nurse.
that
Many
child
you
they
honor, the following were present: Dunn, Wichita; 0. L. Drake, Wichita
Court m Washington.
use this salve with the best results. their buslnesss.
Misses Matilda Eno, Mary and Belle George
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Harbin, Jicarllla; Charles Bull Price 25 cents per box. Sold by all
Eckles, Mrs. Moorman, Mr. and Mrs. Tonwawa, Indian
C
J.
confronted
are
every day
Territory;
People
druggists.
H. L. Hodge, and Messrs. Colin,
OSTEOPATHY.
Bond, Tonkawa; S. N. Haycraft, Ton
with little problems, and do not know
R. P. Thompson, E. B. Eno and
Arkawa; Win. Mcintosh, Little Rock,
wisdom what to do witih them.
whose
man
the
Is
Wise
W. E. Burnside.
DR. CHARLES A. WHEEION,
kansas; A. E. Carver, Little Rock, Ar
with his vanity.
W. T. Schoonmnker, a Southern Pa- kansas; G. Burks, Las Vegas; L. B keeps pace
Com
Osteopath.
The New Mexican Printing
cific engineer, was) trampled upon by Ranbhan, Roswell; G. A. Laney, St
No. 103 Palace Ave.
nanv has on hand a large supply of
TO CLOUDCROFT.
a horse at LOrelsburg and badly hurt. Louis; Mr. and Mrs, A. DuTulllo and
treats acute and chronic
A Summer Resort In Our Own Terri writing tablets and scratch pads suit Successfully
He was taken to El Paso for treat- daughter, Albuquerque : E. E. Glllls,
able for school children, lawyers, mer diseases without drugs or medicines.
tory.
ment. iSchoonmaker and his famny Lament, Oklahoma; A. C. Thompson,
No charge for Consultation.
Commencing June 1st, good for re bants and also for home use, which
were enjoying a picnic and while play- Lamont; J. S. Barclay, Tonkawa; John
Phone 1M.
P. m.
2flth, IftOO. the Santa will he cleaned out at 10 cents a pound Honrs: M2 ra,
turn
September
with
his
ing
daughter a boy W. See, Lamont; W. A. Aiklns, La- Fe Central
In connection and cheaper it ordered in larger quan
Railway,
who was riding a horse over the picnic mont; F. D. McCune, Denver; R. J.
MINING ENGINEERS.
with the E. P. & S. W. Railway will tities. These tablets are made from
grounds ran into Schoonmaker who Terry, Brockport, New York;, Dr. J. J. sell round
trip tickets at the low rate the odds and ends of the best paper
'
drew hla daughter him as he fell, thus 'Shuler, Daton.
CONY T. BROWN,
of $14.05. For advertising matter de obtainable, and .you are getting double
protecting her from serious Injury,
Normandie.
scriptive of Cloudcroft, call on or ad your money's worth when buying.
Mining Englnter.
The horse trampled on the prostrate
W. Z. dress S. B. Grimshnw, Ceneral Pas GIVE US A CALL AND EXAMINE Secretary arid Treasurer New Mexico
Dr. Montgomery, Artesla;
engineer, but. fortunately he had no
THEM.
Schaol of Mines.
bones broken, although he was badly Wade, Key West, Kentucky; Thomas senger Agent.
C. Williams, Cerrillos; John Darling
New Mexico.
Socorro,
bruised.
TO "MY
and Chas. M. Miles, Durango; Frank CITY OF MEXICO VIA SANTA FE, EXCURSION
OLD KENTUCKY HOME."
$43.65.
Waterson, Savannah, Georgia; Richard
CIVIL ENG'RS AND SURVEYORS.
On June 11th. 13th and 13th the
One fare for the round trip, dates
How's This?
Wlllard, Santa Rosa; C. Helnsoh, Mil
to
sell
will
tickets
Fe
Louisville,
Santa
A.
to
Powers, Los Angeles; of sale April 25th
W Offer One Hundred Dollars Rswardfor waukee; W,
May 6th, return
CORBETT A COLLINS,
any oie ol Catarrh that osiinot bs cured by William Cox, PInevllle, Kentucky; limit July 31st.
Kentucky, at one fare for the round
and Mining Engineers.
Civil
-William McCuell, Wichita; W. A.
K,J.CHKNRT4r:0..Toledo, O.
Also on June 25lh to July 7th, re trio. The rate will be $46.10 from
U. S. Deputy Mineral Burvayore.
have Known P. J.
We, the undenla-uniOole-gaJune
25th,
limit
Return
Fe.
V.
Santa
H.
Also
Llpe,
Sedan,
lf,th.
Kansas;
Sep
turn
limit
September
Oheuey for the Urt U years, and believe hlin1
Assaying.
Indian Territory; J. R. McDanlel, tember 3d to 14th Inclusive, return Ticket can be extended to 30 days
perfectly honorable In all hmlneM tranese-Santa re, N. M.
Bast 61da Plaza
Mont end flnenelatly able to curry out ur
If
The
of
desired.
sale
Max
and
William
from
date
overs
Stewart
Oolegah;
limit October 31st. Liberal atop
of
WAX.DlMU'iKlNM
account
on
are
made
rates
above
XAllHVIK,
Stewart, Juures, Colorado,
allowed.
Wholesale Dnurfliti, Toledo, O.
HIRAM T. BROWN,
Home Coming Week for Kentuckl
Coronado.
Just like Santa Fe all the way.
Hell's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally,
'CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
on
call
For
ans"
agents
aettna directly upon the blood and mucous
particulars
for
Information,
on
Call
agent
Corany
Cosmo Herrera, Espanola; Cloe
surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent
U. 8. Mineral Surveyor
H. S. LUTZ,
of the Santa Fe.
H. S. LUTZ,
free. Prloe 1i cents per bottle, Sold by all dova, San Francis; H. P. Norman,
New Mexico,
M.
N.
laata
fa.
Fe,
Santa
M.
N,
Aent,
Agent, Santa Fe,
"lalwhaU's Fatally Pills for ooaitlpatlon. Galnsvillo, Texas.
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A POOR, RUN DOWN WOMAN.
Dr. W. C. Ratliffe, a practicing phys
Many a woman who Is weak and all
ician of Belen, and member of the Ton
ritorlal Board of Health, was in, the ruu down, would thank Dr. Lauiitzen
city today in attendance on Its ses from the bottom of her heart, if she
would only try Laurltzen's Health Tasions.
O. J. Little, a drummer from DeDr. G. W. Harrison, of Albuquerque, ble Malt or Malt Tonic, because it
Established 1856.
Incorporated 1903.
troit, Michigan, today showed his line president of the 'territorial Board of would surely make a new woman of
of goods to Santa Fe dealers.
Health, was an arrival in the city yes- her. For sale by,
H. 9. KAUNE & CO.
Al Hans, traveling out of Kansas terday and today presided over the sesPhone 26.
City for a wholesale firm, was In the sions of the board.
CITY BOTTLING WORK 3, Phone 38
city today.
wholesale
the
H. B. Cartwright,
for
Mr. and Mrs. A. de Tullio and daugh- grocery merchant, left yesterday
PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
ter, of Albuquerque, spent yesterday Albuquerque to attend the meeting of
Why Is It that the firm of Hughes &
In the city.
the New Mexico Association of WholeDelgado are making a success of the
O. A. Lnney, a St. Louis traveling sale Grocers today In that city.
business? it is because this
E. S. Bruce, a forest Inspector in the real estate
man, was In Santa Fe today calling
firm Is reliable and any property
on' the trade.
forest service of the Department of
In their hands will be looked
St. the Interior, arrived in the city last placed
M. Bassist, a drummer from
In a businesslike manner. Office
after
and registered at the Palace. He
Iuls, visited Santa Fe today on com- night
west of Plaza.
Is in the city on official business.
mercial business.
Wc
Ellsworth
Ingalls, special attorney
,V. V, Eldridge, a knight of the grip,
from St, Louis, interviewed the trade for the department of justice in InWe
dian depredation claims, has returned
In Santa Fe today.
to Albuquerque from a visit to WashJ. C. Nal. ft Kansas City knight, of
to Atchison, Kansas.
tlio grip, was in Santa Fe today on ington and
J. J. Shuler, of Ruton, a member of
We
commercial business.
"I write to let yon know how t appreciate yout
arCascareti, I commenced taking them last NovemF. A. Ixwis, traveling for a St. Ixwls the Territorial Board of Health,
and took two ten cent botes and paaaed a tape
the ber
We
worm 14 ft. long. Then I commenced taking them
shoe firm, was in Santa. Fe today on rived in the city last evening from
and WednMday, April 4th, I passed another
Gate City and attended the meeting again worm
commercial business.
28 ft. long and over a thousand
small
tape
of the board today at the Capitol.
worms. Previous to my taking Cascarets
didn't
We
1 always had a email
know I had a
Thomas C. Williams, a mining man
United States Marshal Creighton M. npetlte."
from tVrrlUos, was in Santa Fe today
Win. F. Brown, 184 Franklin &., Brooklyn, N. 7.
We
Foraker has gone to Blackburn, Okla
and purchased supplies.
homa, where Mrs. Foraker and childBest Tor
A. L. Waterhouse,
representing a ren are on a visit to relatives. The
The Dowels
Denver wholesale firm, called on the
to see our stock of Carfamily will return in about ten days.
. It will pay you
trade In Santa Fe today.
Bard-shar
and Curtains In fact everything
of
Revenue
Indian
Collector
pets
George A. Flannigan, a penwr comin our line and we earnestly request
and Mrs. Bardshar, and Deputy
mercial man, was in the city today In- Collector
CANDY CATHARTIC
you to Shop with us.
T
Floyd Gibbons rode about
local
merchants.
terviewing
twelve miles up the .Santa Fe Canon
Cosme Herrera, a business man yesterday to fish for mountain trout.
from Espanola, was In the city today
T. E. Purdy, local agent of the SanPleanant, PlstM, Potent, Taste Good. Do Good,
and attended to business matters.
For Half a Century the Leading Dry Goods House In the City of Santa Fe
Weaken or Gripe, 10c. 25c. 50c, Never
ta Fe Railway at Albuquerque, will K.Mr Sicken,
old In bulk. The genuine tablet stamped UCC.
W. A. Powers, a commercial man leave tomorrow for Oklahoma City, Guaranteed
to cure or your money back.
from Los Angeles, slopped In the city Oklahoma, on a short visit. On his
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 594
1'. 0. Box, 219.
Phone, No. 36
on
a
business
east
en
route
yesterday
return his family will accompany him. ANNUAL SALE. TEN MILLION BOXES
trip.
T. E. Gargan, manager of the WestL. J3. Rnnvbham and wife, of Ros- - ern Union
Telegraph office at Albuwell, were In the city yesterday guests querque, has returned to that, el'v
FOX AND WOLF HOUNDS
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR
at the Claire. They were here sight from Denver, where he attended the
seeing.
bedside of his sick mother, who is sii'd
of ilie best English strains
John Darling and Charles M. Miles, seriously 111..
In America; 40 years exper-ufi- t
J,v
mining men from Durango, were in
M. H. Wood and sister, of Golden,
lenee In breeding these lirif
Santa Fe yesterday, guests at the
bounds for my own sport,
were arrivals in the city yesterday
now offer them for sale.
and registered at the Claire Hotel. Mr.
tenure. Radishes &t, every Wednesday
C. Cx. McKenua, representing a hard- Wood, who has mining interesls In
Send Stamp fot Catalogue,
and Kridav.
ware firm of Denver, was in the city southern Santa Fe County, came here r. B. HUDSPETH, Slblev. Jackson Co., Mo.
don't 'iienii ejriis from the mild storage
today interviewing Santa Fe hardware on business.
warehouse or eggs guthRred from every
dealers.
Treasurer Venceslao .Taramillo, of:
curt of the. country. It means etrgs that
A. IMiis Perrin and wife, tourists El Rito. and sister, Mrs. J. P. Flem-- I
BOUGHT to any are newly laid,
eggs that an invalid can
from Chicago, were in Santa Fe today ing, who have been here several days
parts in the Counen without rW.
en route from California to their home on a visit, returned to their homes
ticket
send
try;
in the east.
In and get cash for it; tran
this morning via the Denver & Rio
sactions guaranteed; association office.
William Mcintosh and A. 13. Car- Grande Railroad.
in lenten f ods of all kinds In canned
L. Tiger, representing a shoe firm ROSENFIELD, 118 R. R. Ave., Albuver, tourists from Little Rock, Askan-sas- ,
sea foods. Salmon, Shrimps, Lobsters,
N.
M.
were in the Capital City today of Rochester, New York, arrived in querque,
and In other canned fish we have fresh
the city Saturday and today called on
sightseeing.
and delicious. Our Clam Koulllon, Clam
Juice and Clams. Also whole genuine
C. Heinsch, a traveling man
from local shoe dealers in the interest of his
HENRY KRICK
Georgia Codltsb, Smoked Finnan DadMilwaukee, was in 'Santa Fe today in firm. He found Santa Fe dealers doing
dies, Salmon Halibut, Whl'.n Klsh and
the Interest of a wholesale firm which a good business.
Sole Agent For
Bloaters wl l be found very appetizing
he represents.
Capt. W. E. Dame, of Albuquerque,
and nourishing on fast days.
Beer
Louis
St.
Lemp's
Mexico
to
on
a
has
deal.
a
gone
mining
Miss Bessie Thomas entertained
Baltimore fresh Oysters every WedMails ordeis promptly attended to.
party of friends at her father's ranch Captain Dame denies the report that
and Friday.
nesday
at Bonanza yesterday. A pleasant he intends to resign his Incratlve office Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
Poultry and Fresh Celery, flothoues,
as clerk of the Second Judicial' Distime is reported. Telephone No. 38
Frank Waterson, a tourist from Sa- trict, which he now holds.
Hon. James W. Raynoids, secretary
vannah, Georgia, was in Santa Fe toTELEPHONE NO. SO.
8AN FRANCISCO STREET.
day and visited the interesting sights of the Territory, left yesterday for
Chicago to attend the annual meeting
of the Capital City. ,
L. W. Trumbull, a commercial man oi the Association of Secretaries of the
several
and Territories, which
traveling out of Denver, arrived In meets InStates
:
that city Wednesday.
Santa Fe yesterday and today attendCUT PRICES.
LoMiss
of
Elizabeth
sister
Knohi,
to
ed
business here.
The only first class in city.
wife
Knohl
uis
of
whose
We have a quantity of first class
Espanola,
3. Hieman, traveling out. of CincinSecond to none in Territory.
furniture, stoves and ranges that we
nati for a wholesale liquor house, ar- died at St. Vincent's hospital In this
are going to close out- - in the next
Pour first class artists : : ;
rived in Santa Fe yesterday and to,tay city early last week, was In the city
today en route from Prescott, Arizona,
called on local trade.
thirty days at great bargains. Now la
fcl.50
Electrical
Baths
to Espanola on a visit to her brother.
the time to fit up your house when
this
B.
A.
left
Renehan
Attorney
25
Other Baths
can get. the best goods at the lowH.
A. Wolford, re- District
you
Attorney
be
morning for Taos, where he will
Side
We will furnlRh your
counties
Parlors
for
the
West
located
Plaa
est
of;
cently
appointed
prices.
In attendance at the district court,
Socorro and Sierra, has arrived In So Ul U
house from kitchen to garret. You
which opens there today.
W'
corro ud will remain there to pro-- j
fan pay cash and get a discount or
W .G. Sargent, Territorial auditor,
.
we will give you all the time you want
for the business of the coming !'
pare
left today for El Rito, Rio Arriba Coun term of the district court for Socorro
Call In and se
on fasy payments.
ty, on a business trip. He will prob County.
nor goods.
!
be
several
days.
gone
ably
Mrs. W. R. Smythe and two sons ar-- !
D. S. LOWITZKI,
F. A. Sullivan, a Denver commercial
rived In Santa Fe yesterday from Oan- an undertaker's on City, Colorado, Mrs. Smythe came
man, representing
tower San Francisco St, Santa Fe.
Any Flavor You Desire.
supply house, was in the city today here to join her husband, who is
aj We will deliver Soda Water in anyi
Interviewing local undertakers.
member, of the firm of Oorbett
to any part of the cjty.
R. J. Terry, representing
a shoe Smythe. They will reside at 104 Man- - quantity
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
firm in Brockport, New York, arrived battan Avenue.
Telephone No. 38.
in the city last night and spent today
B. Ituppe of Albuquerque, president
palling on Santa Fe shoe dealers
of the Territorial Pharmacy Board, arW. Z. Wade, a tourist from Key rived in Santa Fe at noon
today and
West, Kentucky, came to the city Sat with A. .1. Fischer of this city, secreBonds. Burglary Insurance. Investment Business.
PLAZA BARBER SHOP
urday and registered at the Norman tary of the board, will leave tomorrow THE
die. He Is touring the Southwest.
GRIFFIN BLOCK, SANTA fE, N. JVl.
for the meeting of .the Territorial
wiixiam a parsc:;s. prop.
.
George Saxon, an employe of the board at Roswell.
In
Santa
Tonsorial
Parlor
Leading
"
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, was In
Two Porcelain Bath Tubs.
Judge Frank W. Parker arrived In
Santa Fe yesterday and returned to
a Specialty. Three First
then
and
there
Hair
and
Socorro
Cutting
Saturday
his home in Alamosa this morning.
the venire for the grand and
Class Barkers.
prepared
Miss Eva Rupert, who has 'been empetit Juries for the June term of the East Side of Plaza. South of Postal
ployed during the last term as a teach- district court for Socorro County,
Telegraph Office.
er, left this morning for Chamlla, which will convene June 4t,h next He
where she will spend some time with is still in the uera
city.
friends.
Antonio
Vargas, of Ojo Oallente,
Amado Chaves, assistant superin306 to 308 San Francisco Street.
of the
tendent of Public Instruction, return- Rio Arriba County, member
Mexico
LI
ed today from Albuquerque, to which board of trustees of the New
Reform School, who attended the
city he went last Saturday on a perWe Are
in
meeting of the board Saturday, was
sonal visit.
a passenger for his home on this mornwho
been
Bert Phillips of Taos,
LEAD
has
Fin
Reliable Mora, iintlf
Denver & Rio Grande train.
Riga,
In Albuquerque taking the civil ser- - ing's
Hack.
turreye,
ugglta,
Mrs, E. C. Abbott left for Denver
vice examination for a position an for-- i
est supervisor, was in Santa Fe today over the Santa Fe Railroad at 9 o'clock
TEDDY
this morning upon receipt of a tele- Call up 'Phone No. I whan In neeo
en route home.
Miss
in
her
that
In
Lin
of
message
graphic
sister,
the Livery
M. T. Moriarty, farmer and stock
Anythnlg
In that city, had
UNDERTAKING AND EMBALMING
Driver
Furnlahed..
raiser, after whom Moriarty station Young, who resides
Raaonal(
in
was
the
on the Santa Fe Central Railway was been terribly burned and
Charles Wifner, Llcened Embalmer, i
Rata.
Particulars of the accident
named, spent today in the city on hospital.
were not received1, but it id not thought
personal business.
Miss Young's Injuries will prove fatal.
S. H. Austin, wife and daughter,
P. Marino, a tourist from London,
from
who
have
tourists
Philadelphia,
been sojourning in California, stopped England, who is on a trip around the
in Santa Fe today en route to their world, stopped in iSanta Fe today. He
Is en route from the coast to New
home In the east.
visA. P. Morrison, in charge of the York and while in the Capital City
of interest to a tourEnglish mission of the Methodist ited the points
ist. He was favorably impressed with
Episcopal Church In New Mexico, Is
on a visit to Albuquerque from his the city and expressed himself as delighted with the Interesting objects to
Paso.
home at-be seen here.
,
William Cox, a tourist from
Morion C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.
W. H. Herick, of Socorro, U. S.
Kentucky, arrived In the city
yesterday and will spend some time deputy surveyor, has gone to haves
visiting the points of Interest In San County for the purpose of making surof
ta Fe and vicinity.
veys on public lands in that section on
E. P. Holcombe, connected with the the contract awarded him by the surgeneral land office at Washington, D. veyor general of New Mexico, Robert
on
C, arrived in the city yesterday and t. Klrchman, a student at the School
of
son
of
Max
Mines
and
Kirohmon,
registered at the Palace, He Is here
manager of the Bohemian-Americaon official business.
RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.
in Socorro Valley, has gone
Dr. D. B. Black, of Las Vegas, sec- colony
with him as an assistant The work
Btfsincss of
Attended to.
retary of the Territorial Board of will take about three months,
Health, is registered at the Palace. He
attended a meeting of the board which
FOR SALE CHEAP Second hand
was held here today.
ladies Columbia chalnless bicycle In
-George W. Harbin, immigration
good condition. Inquire New Mexican.
was
from
the
in
Jicarilla,
city
'agent
today on business connected with the
GOOD
J. C. Maxwell Immigration Company,
IDENTIFIER."
of which he Is a member.
"Tell me what you eat. and I'll tell
F. Vanaseck, of New you what you are" Is a saying na eld
Thomas
Prague, Minnesota, Is in Socorro look- as the hills. It is just as important
103 Palace Avenue.
'Phene No. 1U.
ing into the feasibility of establishing where you eat at Go to the Bon Ton
New Mexican Printing Company,
s
a colony of
In Lunch Counter then you'll be tua '.tot
Dealers, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
you are right
the vicinity of the Gem City.
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Special
REDUCTION
F
O
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Tailor-Mad- e

SUITS

$22.50
$26.50

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

$151

lead, others follow

$20.00
$24.00

$271
$301

opportunity you
ever had. Come
at once and have
your measure taken before the rush
begins. We sell
every suit with a
guarantee.
BACK IF YOU WANT IT IS THE WAY IT GOES HERE1

Salmon
Nathan
I
I

I

249-251-25-

3

Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods,
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N.M

WINTER GROCERY CO.

1
JUST RECEIVED

(It

CAR OF JERSEY CREAM
needs no introduction.)

FLOUR

"VCJ

WEIIVE

ROC

I

Dependable Eggs

ML

Choke Delicacies

H. S. KAUNE & CO., Leading Grocers.

KERR'S
Tonsorial
Parlors

CUT PRICES!

....

'

lFDD Proprietor

THREE GRADES OF KANSAS FLOUR.
TWO GRADES OF COLORADO FLOUR.

i

assortment
show the latest styles
sell at lowest prices
maintain the quality

1

This is the biggest

MONEY

carry the largest stock
have the most varied

Why?

wdDinica

Which is of Great Interest to the Public.
SUIT FOR

Wholesale and Retail
Dty Goods.

Our Goods Have the Call this Summer

1 WEEKS

$17.50

SeligmanBros

'

FRESH FROM THE MILL WHOLE WHEAT FLOUR.
GRAHAM FLOUR.
RYE FLOUR.
WHITE AND YELLOW CORT MEAL.

SODA WATER

CARL A. BISHOP COMPANY

OUR SPECIAL:

General Insurance Agents

8 Bars Pride of Denver Soap for 25 Cents.

s,nety

S. E. Comer Pfetfa, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

CHARLES WAGNER

asimmmmm incorporated

Ftwnittwe Co

i

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain. Flour And Potatoes, Stationeiy,
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.

f

VERY STABLE.

as far

the

as

representing the

PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS.

PEOPLE

SANTA FX, N M.

.

I cdao. cieOGSon.

!lev mex icoEmpi oyment Bureau

It will pay you to see us first before
buying any Athletic Goods. We are
the local agents of the well known and

Celebrated " Victor" Lines of
Athletic Supplies

AND REALTY CO.

El

Pine-ville-

and the name "Victor" is a sure guarantee that the quality is of the very
best and the price right. You will not
be disappointed with anything bearing
the "Victor" trademark. We al6o carry
in stock Tents, Camp Stools, Camp
Stoves, Shotguns, Rifles, Ammunition,
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Baskets, Lines
and everything necessary for a complete ca'mping outfit.

Reming ton

Money Lent

Telephone

Approved Security.

n

Non-Resideo-

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE
228 San Francisco St.

all kinds Secured, Real

Situations

Estate Bought. Sold and Exchanged.

14

typewriters

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:

A Nice 7 Room House.
Lot.

Good Location.

Fruit Ttees.

Bohemian-Atnerloan-

"

ts

Large
Plenty of

1
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MINOR CITY TOPICS
Leo Hersch la reported seriously 111.
W. A. Llles has leased the Union
Hotel at Socorro and today opened the
hotel for meals and lodging. -

ing the streets for ten days or two
weeks.
Every page of the New Mexican
contains news matter of Interest to
the general reading people. Read
them all or you may miss something
of Importance to you.
A baseball game has been arranged
between the Santa Fe Centrals and
the Albuqurque Mcintosh Browns to
be played at Albuquerque next Sunday.
In order that local fans may attend
a cheap rate excursion
has been
planned, as there 'has always been a
great, rivalry between the two teams,
it Is expected that a large crowd will
take advantage of the opportunity.
Outing Agent Charles E. Daggon-etthas gone to Rocky Ford, Colorado,
t
with a party of
Indian men
and boys who will be given work In
the sugar beet fields In the vicinity of
that town . The member of the party
were dressed to a khahkl uniform, consisting of dark blue coats and lighter
colored trousers.
They presented a
good appearance on the trip and are
expected to do well while at work in

SORES
TP0UDLESOME-OFFEIIS1VE-D.1IGERO-

NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

m ULCER
U5

Nothing is more discouraging: than to have an unhealthy sore or
nicer resist one treatment aft " another, sometimes scabbing over and
apparently getting well, then returning with renewed energy and becoming
Register M. R, Otero, of the local
Worse than before. Sores and ulcers are not duo to outside causes ; if
United States Land Office, Is reported
they
were, salves, plasters, lotions, etc., would cure them. They are kept up by a
as being very 111 at his home in Albudiseased
and
condition
of
blood
the
on
the
polluted
brought
by
absorption of
querque.
refuse and waste matters of the body into this vital fluid. These accumulaL. F. Knelpp forest supervisor of the
tions find their way into the blood, usually because of an inactive and sluggish
Pecos and acting supervisor of the
condition of the system. Nature intends that they shall be carried off
Jemez Reserve, left last evening for
through the usual channels of waste, but the different members failing to
Bland on official business.
perform their duties properly leave the matter to sour and ferment. The
blood then, in its effort to keep the system healthy, absorbs these poisons and
The lawn at the Capitol grounds Is
at the first bruise, cut or wound the sore is formed, and the constant
now In a better condition than ever
drainage of foul matter through it keeps the place open and irritated
before, the grass Is growing rapidly,
to it cannot heal. Another cause for old sores and ulcers is the pol
an4 where seed was sown this year It
luting or weakening of the blood from the reis coming up thickly.
mains of some constitutional trouble or the
Estafanita Lucero, only daughter of
effects of a long spell of sickness. S. S. S.
Marcos Lucero, an old railroad emand drives out all
begins at the fountain-heaploye at Thornton, died Saturday afpoisonous matter and germs, and makes a lastternoon at that town after an Illness
PURELY VEGETABLE. ing cure. As soon as the system gets undei
of three weeks aged 1!) year. She
the influence of S. S. S. the inflammation
Colorado.
was a favorite with all who knew her.
gradually leaves, the flesh takes on a healthy color, and soon the place is
A party of ten homeseekers In permanently healed. Book on sores and ulcers and any medical advice withSanta Fe Lodge No. 251), Fraternal
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA,
Union of America, will meet at 7:30 charge of .1. C. Dunn and O. I Drake, out charge.
o'clock this evening at the Odd Fel- of Wichita, Kansas, arrived in the
to 11. inclusive, delivered
lows' Hall on Lower San Francisco city last night from the Eatancia Val- IN MEMORIAN
volume;
OF
fit Publisher's price, $3.30 each.
Street. As Important matters are to ley, whero they have been for the
be discussed, aJl members are re- purpose of looking over the ground
JOHN FRANCIS COOK Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c.
and selecting homestead tracts. They
quested to be present.
Compilation Mining Laws, 50c.
were favorably Impressed with cond- Resolution Passed
by Santa Fe Lodge 240 Page .1. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
The Browns, an Albuquerque base- itions at Eutancia, and this morning
of Perfection No. 1, A. & A. S. R.
240 Page J. P. Criminal Docket, $2.75
ball organization, left there Saturday the greater part of them made home-- ;
of Free Masonry.
320 Page ,T. P. Docket,
Civil,
and will play a series of games with stead entries at the local United
Criminal, $4,00.
team
New
Mexico Military States Land Office.
the
of the
Whereas, It has pleaded the Great 480 Page
Journal, $5.75.
Institute in the county seat of Chaves
Secretary A. J. Fischer of Santa Foj Architect of the Universe in His in- 480 Page
Ledger, $6.50.
County today, Tuesday and WednesLodge No. 4C0, B. P. O. Elks, said finite wisdom to exalt our belov
Money's Digest of New Mexico Imday. The games are expected t.) be this
morning that an effort was being Brother, John Francis Cook, from serports, full sheep, $6.50 delivered.
and
contested.
spirited
strongly
made to secure the college theatrical vice In His Tjodge of Perfection in
Bhept.
Gambling Table,
The minutes of the proceedings of company from the College of Agricul- Heaven; and
sheeL
Application for License,
the Board of County Commissionners ture and Mechanic Arts at Las Cruces
Whereas, We recognise In the life of Sheriff's Monthly Report,
sheet.
of the regular meeting held on the to produce the Japanese musical com- Brother Cook that of an exemplary
School Blanks.
first Monday in April last appear In edy "Mikado" to this city for the Mason, husband, father and citizen, Oath of School
sheet,
Director,
today's Issue of this paper on anothor benefit of the lodge. The troupe has and in his death a grevious loss to Certificate of Apportionment of School
to
are
of
Interest
every played in Las Cruces and has also ourselves, to his family, and .to the
page. They
Funds,
property holder and tax payer and arranged for an engagement in Albu- community In which he lived; there- District Clerk's Annual
Report, V,.
should, therefore, be carefully read querque. The production which ds a fore, be it
sheet.
by them.
well known one is splendidly reproResolved, That we take this means Kniimeralion Form,
This city and the Santa Fe Valley duced by the college students, accord- of expressing our profound sense of Teacher's Certificate,
loss In the death of Brother Cook and Certificate of
enjoyed a welcome rain yesterday af- ing to reports received and the troupe our
Appointment,
sincere, deep and affectionate sym- Contract for School Teacher,
ternoon. ... For half an hour It ipoured has signified Its willingness of comin
his
with
their
bereave
to
Santa
pathy
family
Fe
at
cost
little
to
ing
alvery
Teschers' Term Register, full sheet.
steadily and the city streets and
ment; and be It further
the lodge.
Contract for Fuel,
gbeot.
leys received a good cleaning and
these
be
resolutions
That
Resolved,
The weather forecast of the local
Teachers' Monthly Report, V sheet.
washing. This they needed greatly,
minutes
of the proas the city administration is not doing office of the United States Weather spread upon the
Justice
the Peace Blanks.
Perfecmuch in that line, every aid given by Bureau for the next twenty-fou- r
hours ceedings of Santa Fe Lodge of
sheet.
No. 1, . A. S. R., that they be Appeal Honds,
tion
Providence is very welcome.
gives promise of fair weather tonight
Appeal Bonds, Criminal, H sheet.
Mexiin
the
Fe
New
Santa
published
and Tuesday, with stationary temper
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
S. M. Folsom, formerly of Albuature. Oh Saturday the maximum can and the Socorro Chieftain, and Appearance Bond, on Continuance
to
of
them
be
querque, and former cashier of the
a
that
delivered
copy
temperature of 71 degrees was reach
National Bank, has becorm; e.1 at
the bereaved family.
and the minimum
Bond for Appearance, District Courl,
a citizen of El Paso, Texas, where he of 51 ll:ir
CONY T. BROWN.
at midnight, giving a
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
has been appointed general agent of mean degrees
O. FITCH,
JAMES
01
of
degrees. The relative huBond to Kep the Peace,
sheet.
EMM 1ST A. DRAKE,
' the North Western Mutual Life InsurSaturday was 50 per cent, with
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
ance Company of Milwaukee, Wiscon- amidity
Committee.
trace of precipitation noticed, ac
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Comsin. Mr. Folsom was a well known
a
storm
a
thunder
and
companied
by
plaint,
figure In the Duke City financial cirgust of wind, reaching a velocity of 38 SENIOR CLASS
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum'
cles ten years ago.
miles per hour from the southeast. The
sheet.
ENTERTAINMENT mons, Bond,
Drunkenness has been quite preval- temperature at 6 o'clock Sunday morn;
Replevin
ent in Santa Fe of late. The city ing was 51 degrees, rising until
Execution
Forcible Entry and Depolice should make more arrests. Some reached 68 degrees at 1 p. m. The mln At Dinner at Palace Hotel Yesterday
sheet.
tainer,
Another Soof these drunken men are in the habit Imum temperature of 48 degrees was
By Roland Wittman
sheet.
Repleviu Writ,
of throwing rocks and bottles at win- - noticed at 5 a. m. with a mean temcial Event Tonight.
sheeti '
Affidavit,
Replevin
dowB and breaking them.
Saturday perature of 58 degrees. . The relative
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
sheet.
the
last a large pane was thus- - broken by humidity yesterday was fil per cent,
Roland Wittman entertained
shoet.
a drunken man with a bottle. It with a precipitation of .21 of an Inch members of the Senior class of the Warrant,
sheet.
.would be much better for the city and with a thunderstorm in the early af- Santa Fe High School, of which he is Commitment,
sheet.
for these loafers were they to be ar- ternoon. The temperature at B a. m. a member, at dinner at the Palace Ho- Attachment Affidavit,
sheel.
rested and sentenced to work in clean- - today was 47 degrees.
tel yesterday. After dinner the party Attachment Bond,
shoet
withdrew to the home of Miss Ada Attachment. Writ,
Attachment Summons a? Garnishee,
Harvey, where they spent the aftersheet.
noon in playing and singing. Miss
It does not have life enough, that's
sheet.
Execution,
while
at
the
Harvey presided
piano,
the trouble with your hair I There is
sheet.
the members of the class sang In Summous,
-with
the
hair,
wrong
something
sheet.
chorus. A pleasant time was had. Subpoena
bulbs They are slowly starving !
sheet.
Those in attendance besides the host Capias Complaint,
Then feed them at once I Give them a regular
Hair
Ayer's
Search Warrant.
shect.
were
the
Misses
Lotta
Ada
Harvey,
It
checks
the
falling hair, keeps
Vigor.
scalp healthy and free from dandruff.
Mining Blanks.
Newhall, Laura Wood and Eve Wein-tgf. O. Atw Co.,
A little or it often does great things for the hair and scalp.
Lowell. Mw.
and Harry Hogle. The class will Amended Location Notice,
sheet.
be entertained at 6 o'clock dinner this Agreement of Publisher,
Spanish Blanks.
evening by Miss Ada Harvey. ,
Auto de Arresto,
pliego.
Auto de Prison,
MANUFACTURER OF
pllego.
BITING.
FISH ARE NOT
Declaracion Jurada,
pllego.
DttALBR IN
Fianza Oficial,
pllego.
Filigree
In the Santa Fe River at Present. Bet Fianza Oficial y Juramento
pliego.
Watches, Clocks.
ter Luck Expected. In a Few
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
pliego.
Days.
Contrato de Pa tldo,
pliego.
and Hand Painted China.
Escrltura de Renuncla,
sheet..
Anglers who before the opening of Documento Garantlzado,
pliego.
Repair of Finn Watches and Jewelry Work a Specially, Navaho ttK and Id the
fishing season were enthusiastic Formula de Enumeraclon,
" dlaii Goods.
pllego.
Flltgree at Wholesale aud Ketall.
over the prospect of trout fishing in Contrato Entres los Dlrectores
y Pre.
West Side Plata; Sar ta Fe, N. M.
the Santa Fe River in the vicinity ot ceptores,
pliegos.
Monument Rock and who have gone o" Contrato de
Combustible,
pliego, fishing trips, have so far been disap- Notas Obllgaciones, 25c por 50.
pointed. The stTeam was stocked with LIbros Certlflcados de Bonos, $1.
mountain trout by
Warden Libros de
Reclbos, Snpervlsores de
Page Otero last summer, and it was Camlnos, 25c.
excelfurnish
would
the
river
thought
pllego.
lent fishing this year. It is said that the Hipoteca de Blenes Muebles,
Documento de Hipoteca,
pllego.
fish are not biting on account of the
Documeato Garantlzado, extensa forcondition of the stream at the present
ma entera.
time, but that In a few weeks fisherALL KINDS OF BUILDING MATERIAL
men will have no difficulty in making Certificado da Matrimonlo. 10c.
t
sheet.
Cord and Stove Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Stove good catches.
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
Lode Mining Location,
sheet.
A GOOD ONE.
Delivered to Any
CERRILLOS
sheet.
One would think that wlun the im- Placer Mining Location,
Title Bond to Mining Property,
sheet.
and HACAN
Part of the City
mortal Burns wrote:
Title Bond and Lease of Mining Prop"Some have meat and canna' eat
TRANSFER
STORAGE: We HkpI Xverytklaf Movable
sheet.
erty,
And some have none that want it,
slheet.
Mining Deed,
Fhue 3 Santa Fe. Rraacfe OCcc mmi Yar4 at CerriUoa, M M. But I have meat and I can eat,
sheet.
Mining Lease,
And' so the Lord be thankit,"
sheet.
He must have been saying grace at Coal Declaratory Statement,
Coal Declaratory Statement with Powe
the Bon Ton.
ot Attorney and
Affidasheet.
vit,
Notice of
sheet.
Forfeiture, or Publishing Out Notice,
sheet.
CONFORMING
TO THE LAWS OF
Stock Blank.
Baton and Monero Screened Lump, per ton
.$5.50
NEW MEXICO.
Bill of Sale, Animals Bearing Vendor's
5.00
flood Commercial Raton Nut . . .V. . . . .
The New Mexican Printing Company
Recorded Brand,
sheet; In Books
has the largest facilities and most
Screened Domestic Lump, Trinidad Smithing, Kindling, Grate
25 Blanks, 40c per Book.
modern machinery for doing all kinds Bill of
and Cord Wood. All orders receive prompt and careful attention.
Sale, Animals not Bearing Vens
of Printing and Binding In
dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
of. Loose-lea- f
style. Manufacturers
Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
sheet.
Book
Work
and
Ledgers. Pamphlets
Authority to Gather, Drive id Handle
OFFICE; a.rfleld Ae Near A., T. A S.F.Depot. 'PhoneNo; 8tl.
in
the
a specialty. Best Book Bindery
Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded
Southwest.
sheet. Brand,
Miscellaneous.
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle
2&c
pad.
per
Promissory Notes,
Animals not Bearing Owner's Re"Minor Law" Cards for Posting, 25c
corded Brand,
each.
Certificate of Brand,
sheet
Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.
Special Ruling Work our Specialty.
Missouri Code Pleading, 6.
Our Blank Books speak for themThe two for $10.
selves.
Code.
to
New
Mexico
Adapted
General Blanks.
Probate Clerk and Recorder,
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and Bond for Deed,
sheet.
1903; English and Spanish; pamph- Bond, General Form,'
sheet.
Bond of Indemulty,
sheet.
let, $2.25; full leather, $3.00.
Code of Civil Proceedure, full leather, Certificate of Marriage, 76c per dozen.
..
Official Bond,
$1.00; paper bound, 75c.
sheet,
Price Laws 1905, English and Spanish, Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
sheet
sheet.
pamphlet, $2.75; full leather, $3.50. Certificate of. Election,
Sheriff's Flexible Cover Pocket Docket, Letters ot Guardianship,
sheet.
sheet,
single, $1.25; two or more books, Guardian's Bond and Oath,
Letters of Administration,
$1 each.
sheet
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
Notary Record, $1.25 each.
'','.-:
Notary Seals Aluminum, pocket, $2.75 ' sheet.
delivered. Desk, $3.25, delivered to Letters Testamentary,
sheet
nearest express office.
Declaration in Assumpsit,
sheet
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Declaration in Assumpsit on Note,
Nos..l and 2, full leather, $6.60 a sheet
e

forty-eigh-
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hand-mad-

hnnd-mad-

e

e
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Hair Fo od

hair-foo-

d

H. C. Yontz

tyiican

JEWELS

,

CHARLES W. DUDROW

e

Lumber, Sash, and Doors

AAAIL.
VSVSM

ad

j

COAL WOOD
s

LEGAL BLANKS!

Right-bf-Wa-

first-clas-

CAPITAL COAX

UTA.'RJD.

PAGE

Satisfaction of Mortgage,
sheet
sheet
Assignment of Mortgage,
Notice to Assessor hy Probate Clerk,
sheet.
sheet,
lau of Personal Property, sheet,
uiiauel Mortgage,
Warrant to Appraisers, full slioet,
Power of Attorney,
sheet.
sheet.
Acknowledgment,
sheet.
Mortgage Deed,
Mortgage Deed without Insurance

Prepare

L8,

Cluu8e,-shec-

In

FIVE.

Time

The Season is Now at
Hand for You to tie)
a Supply of Garden
Tools and Seeds

t.

sheet,
Options,
Notice of Protest,
sheet,
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
sheet.
sheet.
Warranty Deed,
sheet.
Quit. Claim Iteed,
shet't.
Uargaln and Sale Deed,
Deed of Trust, full sheet,
Release ot Deed of Trust,
sheet.
Homestead Affidavit,
sheet.
Homestead Application,
shfccl,
sheet.
Affidavit,
Homestead Proof, full sheet
No. 1 Homestead,
Bhoct,
Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
Affidavit Required of Claimant, 4 069,
sheet.
Affidavit,

GARDEN
SEEDS.
We have just received a large supply of alfalfa seed, blue grass, orchard
grass, lawn grass. Also garden and

flower seeds, onion seta. Our seeds
are new and of the highest quality.
Our new stock of garden and ranch
tool Is now In.

Paints, Oils and Wall Paper !
In

sheet.

sheet.
Township Plats,
fiheoi.
Sheep Contract,
sheet.
Agreement,
Application for License, Retail Liquor
sheet.
Dealers,
Application for License, flames an
Butcher's Bond,
sheet.
Prices.
On
.05
or
sheets, each
10
Full sheet, each
25
sheets, per dozen
35
sheets, per dozen
65
Full sheets, per dozen
1.75
sheets, per hundred
2.50
per hundred
4.00
Full sheets, per hundred
100 assorted blanks lake the per
100 price.
On an order of 500, tiUinks, customer
business card will he printed under fil
Ing without extra cost.
Size of Blank.
sheet, 7x81,4 Inches,
8xl4 Inches.
Pull sheet, 11x17 Inches.
MARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
The new ninn1ne llcenKe law re
quires probate clerks to post three
copies or the new law in conspicuous
places In each precinrt. The New
Mexican has printed the law neatlj
on pardhoard and Is now ready to fill
orders In English or Spanish at fifty
cents for earn nosier Prnhnln plprltn
should ent.pr IhPir orders Immediately,

We print all the latest
The New Mexican.

and

sun-

this line we are the
Leaders. Call and in
spect our stock.

f

1

We carry large lines of paints, oils,
glass and putty. Johnson Floor Wax
and Specialties, Furniture Polish,
and Morocco, Wall Finishes,
Complete lies, with prices that sell
the goods.
WALL HAPEH.
We have added this line to our stock.
You will find It the largest and newest line ever shown here. Call and
see us.

Sporting Goods. Harness, Saddles.
Wagons, Queensware, Etc.
We have secured the agency for
the Spauldlng Bros. celebrated Sporting. Goods and will be headquarters
for this line of goods.

HARNESS. SADDLES, WAGONS.
We have an immense stock of these
useful articles and it will pay you to
step In and examine them.

i

QUEENSWARE.
and beautiful goods. If you
want anything In this line visit our department which has the most complete
line ever offered here.
New

.

beat!

news

'

Hrmuvlnu the Simller..
All uptown mn

who may be desig-

nated as .Mr I ti U iv(h asked by his
wife the other iluy to aid in removing
iuslile shutters frmu windows throughout the house so that they could be
washed Belnj; in
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
hurry, he asked
his better half to ilefor Hie matter unWe makB a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINT
til his return from the otJicp. "I'll do
ING and ENLARGING. Mall Ordurs Given Promp
It uiyelf,'; was her retort,
"Don't,"
Attention. Send for Catalogue.
was Mr. B's counsel as he departed;
"wouiPii don't understand such work."
1510 South Broadway
CO.
H0WUND&
This of course only more firmly decidLOS ANGELE8. CALIF.
ed Mrs. Blank to go ahead, and when
Blank returned that night he found
the shutters down, ills wife was nursS-p-SCIj
ing several lacerated fingers, but she
wore a triumphant air. "The screwdriver slipped once or twice," she explained In response to bis Inquiring
glance at her bandaged digits. "Screwdriver slipped!" repeated Mr. B. in a
dazed tone. "Great snakes, woman!
Tou don't menu to say you unscrewed
WHOLESALE
all the shutter hinges?" "Of course,"
said bis wife complacently. "What
and
other way could I got the shutters
down?" For answer Blank lifted a
RETAIL
shutter und pulled the pin out of one
of the binges, showing that the taking
DEALERS IN
down of each shutter only involved the
removal of two pins. When he figured
that there were ten pairs of shutters
and each pair required the driving of
sixteen screws to put them up be
swore while his wife wept. Philadel- THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
phia Record.

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

11

LEO

FLOUR, HAY,

GRAIN, POTATOES,

SALT and SEEDS

Whan Mucljiuku Played Farce.
Count Boyeuta, ' Mine. Modjeska's
husband, was arranging with Senator
Tabor for Modjeska's first appearance
In Denver, and the founder of dramatic
art iu Denver asked what parts she
played.
"Well," said the count, "there Is 'Mary Stuart.' "
"Who wrote it?" asked Tabor.
"Schiller," said the count.
"Is be a first class dramatist?" asked
Tabor.
"Surely, surely," said the count. "He
Is most Illustrious."
"Humph! Never heard of him," commented Tabor. "What else does she

Mm
customers

ly.

II

To have our

say to their friends, "Every statement made by S. Spitz

can be relied upon" is the very best recommendation we can strive
for.

is

Reliability

our watchword and every sale

we make is closed

...

only after ..the purchase proves entirely satisfactory.

do?"
" 'As You Like It,' 'Aotooy and Cle-

opatra,' 'Macbeth' "
"Who wrote them ?"
"Shakespeare,"
"How's he? Good writer?"
"Excellent; excellent."
"Well," said Tabor rumlnatlvely,
"those fellows may be nil right as authors, but they nln't well enough known
to suit the people out here. What we
want is something popular, something
that everybody's heard of. .1 tell you
what yon do you get her to give us
something of Hoyt's!" Harper's Week-

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL

much the largest asset we have in our business.

satisfaction to buy at

a store like

this.

It

is a great

Every article carries with

it our guarantee.

I

SCDT'T'T

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

Daily

Papers

ALL PERIODICALS

Chamberlain's Cough Remedy

Books and Stationery
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY

Curei Colds, Croup and Whooping Cough.

J 00 Ladies'

JACOB WELTIY1ER .

WAIST PATTERNS

From 50 Cents to $1 Each at

'

..

-

This Week Only,

Special Sale
Silk

Waist Patterns, Fancy and Plain Mohairs in All
Colors and Designs, Very Latest Styles,
50c. Yard

A DO

:-

-

Regular Price 75c.

LP H SELIGMAN.

,

SANTA

page riy.

Safe and Sure.
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opment Company, the new owners of
the Copper Chief mine In the Burro
Mountains, utid the Bra s tine Minims
Company operating at Mogollon. The
last named will receive the largest air
compressor ever seen In Southwest
W. A. Tenney has the
New Mexico.
contract to haul the compressor, which
as"
125
feet,
are
the two ends
apart
Rio Arriba County.
only
stripped of all Us parts weighs 10,000
Last, wt'ek the work of excavation v'lien the second level Is finished,
pounds, from Silver City to Mogollon,
was begun at Tusas for a new mill to chutes will be built for moving the a distance of
ninety miles.
lore to the. cars.
bo erected in that camp.
ThlB.wcok the treasury shares of the
Lincoln County.
'the
on
west
now
a sluice is
running
North American Copper Company, opf Bolrd Hill at Jarilla and for
Arthur P. Green and Solomon C.
near Ijordsburg, will be adto
Wiener have secured a contract
the first time in the history of the erating
from 35 to 50 cents n share.
vanced
sink the Old Abe Mine at White Oaks mining camp water is running down
The shares were recently placed on
210 feet to the 1.500 foot level. Work .Tarllla Gulch. From $5 to $12 of gold
the market.
is 10' be sinned next Monday.
is being recovered from each cubic
Says the Western Liberal In speakOn
the
other
of
Chaves County.
handled.
gravel
yard
The experimental oil well t h rut is be- side of the hill a large dam is near-lu- ing, of three mining companies in the
Lords-burDistrict of which Santa Fe
ing drilled twelve miles west of
completion, thousands of tons of
Is down (ISO feet, rho last 05 feet gravel from the gulch
having been people have heard more or less dur
wall. In the ing the past, few years: "On May 9th
of It in Trenlon limestone, which ex- used for the retaining
oil
of
sure
Is
a
rockers are at New Haven, Connecticut, there was
old
declare
fashioned
meanwhile
sign
perts
Chaves washing the dirt and very good re- a joint meeting of the directors of the
The
sand . underneath.
Gibson Development Company and the
county Oil Mining District was organ- sults are being obtained, as high as
ized by residents of Roswell and sur- $18 having been recovered rrom three Shaw Gibson Company, At the meet
H. Shaw and Noble P. Bishop
rounding country on last Thursday at quarters of a cubic yard washed in ing John
were appointed a committee to investiii meeting held at (lie Roswell Com- a few hours. A night shift has been
gate the affairs of the two companies,
mercial Chili.
placed to work at hydrauliclng.
so to call
another
Socorro County.
ore has and after doiiing
A discovery of
or ttte directors at wmcn win
W. .1. Cooper and J. D.
been made In the old incline shaft of meeting
be presented the results of the
lisli a notice In the Olero County Ail-- the Excelsior Group at. Brlce.
Sev'I1A
.1
!..., iIiau
By this method It is hoped
,, IllllC avnmulrtrl
v..w.
III
1IHU
awaitnow
on
are
the
eral ions
:veillN(l
lA'""
dump
worth of labor upon the Queen, Cop-- ; ing shipment, and several more tons to get the affairs of the companies
and the corporations
per ami Jumbo mining claims situated have been exposed and arc ready to he straightened out,
closed up. The Gibson Development
between Rncker and Taylor Canon
taken out. Reside lead and silver, the
and the Pan Andreas Mountains, war- ore carries gray copper. The ore Is Company at. one time owned the San
Simon group of five claims, near Lee's
ning W. 0. Davenport and A. .1. Davis in carbonate
and in sulphide form,
thai unless the claim Is paid wlihln The sha fit Is only a hundred feet from; Peak, hut It did not. do the assessment
on ttiem, and arter tying open
ninety days they will seize the claims the shaft in which recently high grade! work
were located by C. W. Marsalls.
in question.
gold and copper ores were uncovered. they
The Dividend Mining and Milling The two veins pitch toward each other The Shaw Gibson Company at one
t.lmo owned the Grey Fox, which is sit"ompnny is again at. work at Estey and the leads are bound to come to-- ;
uated near the Miser's Chest, and this
City. A dust, plpo has been installed gether at no great depth.
company too neglected to do the aslo clear the Esiey mill of dux and a
Grant County.
sessment work and this properly also
number of lenls have been erected for
The big gasoline hoist Iwughr, In reverted to the public domain, and it
eoliinv of laborers Imported from
Comthe
'Mining
Bonney
Chicago by
has been located by E. C. Belt."
Mexico.
The mill is being gotten
pany, was a few days ago sold to
"Robert F. Fits, of Elgin, Illinois,
ready for operations.
It
who
West. Virginia parties
shipped
who came out here last week to look
Colfax County.
uorusu urg asi ween.
i
irom
after the interests of the Aurora Mines
Says the Colfax County Stockman:
i,., i,.a,i
ii.ii.ilii h,
lino
viruite" ai
"K. P. Seward and Edward Coker were
Company, put In a good deal of time
west,
miles
seven
Mine,
Rose
of)
per
In Springer WPTTnesday on business, re
Investigating Its affairs, and finally
El
O.
S.
to
of
Santa
Osborn,
Rita,
luming home Thursday to- Mieir Paso, Texas. The Copper Rose Is one soHUVl up all accounts, paying off all
Witih
lobor accounts and small bills making
ranches near Chlco postofflee.
of the oldest, mines in the district, hav
for the paying of other
Dr. Seward and Lewis C. Gregg they
been worked oyer thirty years ago arrangements
ing
Mr.
are Interested in a mine which they
brothers. The mine has bills ns they may become due.
by
McGregor
Fitz has Investigated the affairs of the
have opened about, a mile east of Mr.
has
in
the
anil
ore
rich
past
yielded
stmV
Colter's place. They at first secured
A company, exported the mine, and
changed ownership frequently.
an assay on some surface rock which force of men under Charles
"
Campbell
was found to carry a great deal of Iron has been
lor Udtgui, wueie uu win iiuuvo iu re- put to development work.
to the compnny. His report will
and quite a little gold. They then
port
.1.
II. Gilchrist and C. P. Creamer
commenced tunneling in the side of are reiwrted to have taken a lease on advise sinking the shaft for at least
the hill and now are in over twenty the old Hanover mine, near Hanover, 200 feet further, and thoroughly inves-- j
r
all the
and developing the property,
feet, with prospects
and will his week pnl a force of men tlgatlng
time,, the ore running more iron and tix ufl
n It
Tho PVinlna.rVwltrn fVllll. In all probability his advice will be
'
more gold the farther from the sur"
pany is the owner and closed the mine
face they get. They have Just struck down six months ago after taking out the property in the near future. While
which
have sent
a peculiar formation and
considerable ore which was shipped here Mr. Fltzz had the company,
is incorporated In Arizona, registered
away sonie of 1ha rock for assay and
in New Mexico, and appointed D. H
,.
are anxiously awaiting .the returns.
i., ,....,
,hm..rilirw .uJKedzie,
as local agent, on whom all
Thev are very confident of the ability ..i- - ...in i. 1.1.1
,!t
be served.'
of their mine, and feel sure that it Burro Mountain
Company from legal papers may
Copper
will turn out to be a paying proposi
the ranch of George Sublett to a point
lion.
midway on the road from Silver City
STOMACH TROUBLES.
A
Sierra County.
to the mining camp of Leopold.
Mrs. Mie siarnn, an om ana nigni
An option on the Grand central Rasone pump will be installed at. the:
Mine, n zinc property in the Cnrpen-- same tinif, t0 pirail) the water Into a respected resident of Falsoula, Miss.,
n,m mnl; which Is to furnish was sick with stomach trouble for
ter District, owned by Keller, Miller & , nnn
Company, has been taken by the L!aier t() t)le teams hauling ooncen- more than six months. Chftnberlaln'sj
Monaroh Mining, Development and Re- - ,.,,, from Leopold to ,the Comanche Stomach and Liver Tablets- cured her.
She says: "I can now eat anything
ductlon Company of. Wisconsin. A smelter at Silver City.
want and am the proudest, woman
hundred ton concentrator Is to he
Two cars of mtnltife machinery and
erected and in the meanwhile twenty a car of lumber arrived at. Silver City in the world lo find such a good inert-- ;
For sale by nil druggists.
Devel-- iclne."
men have been given employment at lust week for the Biiggs-Ollvedevelopment, work. The concentrator
is to be In operation by September,
W. W. Williams has sold his Interest
In the Black Peak mrnes and has resigned as manager. He was formerly
superintendent of the Wicks mine. Together with Mrs. Williams he left
last week for Los Angeles, California,
to .take up his residence there,
The Empire Gold Mining and Milling Company Is putting down a new
well at Hlllsboro. The old well, while
It. supplied enough water for the
mill, does not meet the require
that are
ments of the
being worked at present. ,T. C .Brown,
secretary and treasurer of the company, left last Saturday for his old
home at Osage City, Kansas, to resume
his residence there.
Edwin O'Reilly, who is Interested
,
In the Black Peak Gold Mining
left. Hillsboro last week for his

Mines and Mining.

Rod-we- ll

CURES

COUGHS, COLDS, CONSUMPTION, BRONCHITIS,

COUGH, SORE THROAT, HOARSENESS.
LOSS OF VOICE, L06SENS THE PHLEGM AND EASEi
EXPECTORATION, HEALS THE LUNGS.
Endorsed by leading physicians as the BEST remedy for
Children's Croup and Whooping Cough because
it contains NO OPIATES. The action of Ballard's Hore-houSyrup is mild and benign, it isadapted to infanta, as well
as adults of every variety of temperament and constitution.

l,.

MRS. B. W. EVANS. Clesrwster. Km.,
wm lick for thr months nd the doctor told me ho had quick con1 lorehound Syrup,
nd
sumption. We procured a bottle of Ballard'e
It cured him. He i now a well man, but we always keep a bottle
In the houee, and think it ha no equal for pulmonary dneaeee.
y

Easy to TaKe; Sure to Cure; Every Bottle Guaranteed.
THREKSIZESi 25c, 50c, Ol.OO.
BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT CO., - ST. LOUIS, MO.
Y

:

f
.

This handsome solid vestilmletl train runs through to New Ornd St Jxuis without change. Carries through
leans, Slireveport
Los
sleepers
Angeles to Chicago ami intermediate points. Direct
connections made for all points North, Ha- - and Southeast.

FAST
TRAIN.

NEW

TRAIN

NEW

SCHEDULE
EQUIPMENT

Leaves El Paso at

G:Mi

p. in,

Mnutilnln Tliuo

For schedules, rates and other information, call on or auMiws,
It. W. CURTIS,
Southwestern I'antengfr Ayrit,
. .

tt

m.

PA30,

E. P. TtlUNEI,
Oen. Passenger Agent

Traveling Passenger Agent,
El Ftso, Texas.

Ialla, Tejas.

''..

Oar Rates arc Low and
Service Is Unsurpassed

FHflI,HilWIS
aoflPni

Plus $2.00 for
the Round Trip
June
and 2,
and 9 to 16,
July 1 to 10.
Return Limit
October 31st.
1

WiMfliijULi

CHICAGO,
"'
$31.50
ST. LOUIS,
$26.50
KANSAS CITY,
$19.00

Proportionately
Rates
to Hundreds
of Other
Eastern Points.
Low

Through Sleeping Cars to

Kansas City, Chicago and St. Louis

a

la Carte.

Equipped With
ELECTRIC LIGHTS AND FANS
All Cars

For Further Information

H. B. KOOSER, G. W.
,

Call

F. &P.A.

on or address
i

J. H. OINET, Jr.,

1700 Stout Street, Denver, Colo.

via TOIillANCE and

EI Paso & Southwestern
Connectinfl Closely With the Famous
"Golden State Limited"
A

T. P. A.

WITHOUT

RUNNING THROUGH

Train

Lifted

Wide Vesllbuled, Electric

C

HA NO

13

BETWEEN

Los Angeles. St. Louis and Chicago.
ANo Another

Fnt

Thro' Train Dully.

Folders, rates, schedules and other information regarding any

trip cheerfully furnished on application to.,

J.

V. R. STILES,

A. TTTLDEBRANT,

General Passenger Agent,

Agent,

Kl Paw, Tex.

Tnromep, X. M.

DENVER & RIO

GRAPE

ih

"Scenic Line of tne Wofld."

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE

TO
DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS

Eaat and Weit
Connection at Dnvr with all lin
Low
Other Lines.
as
Rate
and
Time as Quick
at
PULLMAN SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, on all Through Train.
No Tiresome Delays at Any Station.
For I'lufttrMrd AdrrrtUinf Matter r laformatioa ftdareM:
S. K. HOOPER, 6. P. md T. A., DENVER, COLORADO,
A. S BARNEY, T. P. A., SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

ir

s

aier sending

C

wo

months In Sierra County. M. F. Burke,
president of the company, will arrived
from Boston this week, He will be accompanied by his wife.
Adams & Taylor will make another
shipment of ore tills week from the
Ivanhoe a,l Grafton,
W. .1. Ferguson has been appointed
engineer of the Empire Gold Mining
and Milling Company to succeed). Edward Hutchison, who left last week
for Los Angeles, California.
Otero County.
Operations are to be resumed next
month on the Three Bears at JariHa.
Peter Reel is opening a property on
the west, side of Jarilla Mountain.- Eleven machine drills are now at
work in the Nannie Baird at Jarilla.
The old Incline Is being straightened,
stations will be cut and drifts' started Jioth ways on the ore. Chutes are
1o he constructed.
The main shaft
is to be sunk deeper so as to catch
the main lead on Us dip ami lo cut
the other veins known to he beneath
the vein now being worked. The shaft
sinking on the old diamond drill hole
Is down ninety feet and is in ore. A
will
the hundred foot level a cross-cu- t
be driven to get under the body of
gold ore in the Maggie, which lies only
twenty feet from the shaft hole. An-- i
other hoist, is being installed at. the
head of the shaft being sunk from the
old Incline and which is down1 eighty
half feet of
feet, following two and
level a cross-cu- t
ore. At the
will be run north for exploration pur-

To brand

beer "Pure," but actual
purity means to double the cost of the
That is how we attain it.
brewing.
a

:

Schlitz

beer

is

brewed

cleanliness, and cooled in filtered air.
Then it is aged for months to avoid causing
biliousness, then filtered through white
wood pulp: Then every bottle is sterilized.
Ask

for

Hie

That

Bravery Boiiling.

ton man beer is sometimes substituted for Schlitz.
lo avoid being imposed upon, see that the cork or crown is branded
1

is why

Schlitz

is

unique

100-fo-

'Worked this summer.
Several cars of material for 'the
tuiiei'ifl tvi ui-ijiuiuit! tiinvt; iiuii,v
and blasting is heard in the hills in.
all directions. In the vicinity of
Lucky Flat more work than ever be-- ;
fore is In progress.
On the Lucky, too, In the Jarillas,
eleven machine drills are also ham-- I
merlng away day and night. The
north drift on the second level Is be- lug advanced rapidly nnd next week
a cross-cu- t
toward the northwest Is to
be started .through a body of black ox-- i
ide that tiwns high In copper. The
west drift Is to .be extended to the
Is to be
first contact and a cross-cu- t
run to the third. The shaft will be
operated from the third level, from
are to open
which point cross-cut- s
the country at that depth. The second
tunnel will be completed this summer

absolute

in

for its

,
poses.
Both the Electric nnd the First Na-- ;
tlonal Placers in the .Tnrlllas are to be

ELEGANT DINING CARS
Meals

Most Conveniently Reached

(torn-pany-

home in New York

ONE FARE

,i,

1

t.weti'ty-stamp-

.

AND THE NORTH AND EAST

-

i".

THE.

Kansas Gty, St. Louis, Chicago

n.

ri:

EL PASO ROUTE

TAKE

AND THE WEST

New-ten-

Read This RemarKable Testimonial.
husband

OLD AND RECOMMENDED
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY.

California, Mexico

lead-silve- r

nd

writes:--"M-

EL PASO,

purity.

"hc Beef

Phone 83
B. Cartwrieht 8t Bro.
San Francisco St., Santa

F

V

That Made Milwaukee l&raoiis.
r

MAY 21, 1906.

MONDAY,

iu i u

1 1

SANTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

u

sj I

jr

U

cot-Io- n

ROLLER FLOUR MILL FOR SALE.
Machinery complete, Including boil
er and engine for 30 barrel roller flout
mill. Address, Martin Lehman, Las
Cruces, New Mexico.

Itolcn is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., t.t the junc-

tion of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System

HOUSES TO RENT.
Houses to rent, lease or for sale,
furnished or unfurnished, good locations. Call on the reliable Arm, Hughes
& Delgado. Office west side of Plaza.

1,000 business and residence lots, size 25x140 feet, laid

streets, with alleys 20 feet
wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
out with broad 80 and

es; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; several large mercantile establishments ; the Belen Patent Roll-e- r
Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large wiuery; three
tels, restaurants, etc.,

IU impnrtanco as a great commercial
I
city in be near future cannot be estimated.

MA80NIC.

FAST

LIMITED

EXPRESS,

MAIL AND

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
RAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered are in the center of the city,, well
ed (many of them improved by cultivation);

grad-

no sand or

class bakery, tailor shop, shoe
house, jeweler, plumbing shot., planing mill, ooal and wood
yard, drug store, harness shop, etc., eto., also t first claw,
gravel.

We need a first

modern hotel.

Our prices of lots are low and terms on easy payment! ;
title perfect ; warranty deeds.
d
purchase money,

BELEN T0WNSITE

railroad

.JOHN BECKER, President.
WiJ,

cash.

may remain on note, with mortgage

Two-thir-

curity, for one year, with

8

se-

per cent, interest thereon.

Apply at once for map and prices, if you wish to eoure
M. BE.ROER,

the choicest lota, to

Secretary.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
OFFICIAL PROCEEDINGS OF THEIthur Selignum, salary, $75; A. L. Ken- RAILRAOD PLANS.
8IONERS OF SANTA FE COUNTY, dall, salary and mileage, $85.80;
COMMIS-- ! delarlo Martinez, probate judge,
OF COUNTY
El Paso & Southwestern Will Acquire
!ary, $80; Marcellino Garcia, $3; SanRock Island Line from Tucum-car- l
ana
wat" - "o'er
ugnt company,
to Santa Rosa.
Simla Fe, N. M., April 2, 1900.
ie-and light tor jail and court nouse,
The Board of County Commissioners
"'u, season at 10 oclocki;$uu; Charles Wagner, coffin for pau
The Tuciimcarl Times publishes a
met In regular
per, $l; Luis Lujau, jailer, $100; Mar- - rumor to the effect that the El Paso
a. ni. There were present:: Hon. Ar-- j
cos Castillo, salary, etc., $1G5; New &
Southwestern Railway Company is
LOCAL. TIME TABLE.
t'hur Sellgman, chairman ; A. L.
Mexican Printing Company, printing,
line trom
surveying a preliminary
and .Tone I. Roybal, commission
Arrive.
$17.05; Ella C. Weltmer, salary, $10; Tucumcarl to a connection with the;
n0 701
iers; .Marcos Castillo, clerk.
0 m
Charles Wagner, one coffin for old sol- New Mexico and Eastern
Railway ar Ko. 723. .'.'.'.
n m
The minutes of the previous meel-- ! dier, $35; .1. A. Wood, salary, $10;
Sunnysiite. At the same time, it Is
940 p m
'
lugs were read and approved.
Marcelino Garcia, salary, $278.50; employing a surveying corp in the
before the Santa Fe Hardware and
A. P. Hill appeared
Depart.
Supply Com- Dawson and Rock Island yards at Tu- board In behalf of Matias and Bentura pany, supplies, $6.10; Santa Fe Elec
.....9:00 a. m.
cumcari, preliminary to taking overi0,
'
Portillo and osked that exemption 'bo tric
722
m4:20
Telephone Company $28.50; Colo- the Rock Island line from Tucumcari
allowed them for the year 1905; and rado Telephone
a 724
7:30 p. m.
to Santa Rosa, thus giving the South-message,
Company,
that the double assessment of Matias $0.90; Santa Fe Water and
Na 722 eomiects wi.h No. 1 west.
western its own line all the way from
Light
Portillo be stricken off the tax rolls.
Na 724 connects with No. 7 west,
pipes for Scenic Highway, etc., Dawson to El Paso and Bisbee. The
On motion, Treasurer and
$270; The Eagle, printing, $13; J. H. transfer is to be made by August 1,
Na 1 stP9 at a11 stations,
Collector Celso Lopez was ordered to McHnghes,
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
court house, by which time the El Paso & South- repairing
strike from the tax rolls for 1905, the $1.20; Seferino Baca, fees, $8; N. Sena, weslehn will have
to Albuquerque to discharge passen-oreceived
number
a
double assessment of Matias Portillo justice of the peace, $9; Rlcardo Alanew locomotives so as to be In po-- ! Sers from Santa Fe.
for the reason thathe had been as- rid,
justice of the peace, $26.15; Jose sition itself to handle the output, of
II. S. LUTZ. Agent,
sessed in precincts 3 and 4.
Dominguez, constable, $9.50; Antonio the Dawson coal fields.
City Tlckot Office, Craton Blk., east
On motion, exemption was allowed .1.
Ortiz, sheriff, fees, $303.50; Capital
side Plaza, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Aniceto Abeylla for the years 1900. Coal Yard,
coal, $12; Joe Granlto, U. S. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
1901 and 1902; also to Manuel RodriForecast for New Mexico.
deputy sheriff, $10; Celso Lopez,
guez y Valencia for 1905.
stamps, $9; The First National Bank,
Fair weather tonight and Tuesday
The butchers' bonds of the. Klnsell order of W.
Rail'y
Sharp, in full payment, with stationary temperature.
Live Stock Company and of Faustln contract
TIlvcEE TJ5.BXdE!
College Street bridge, $70;
the thermometer registered
Saturday
Tapla were presented and same
Capital Coal Yard, coal, $22; New as follows:
Effective Monday, February 26, 1906.
Maximum temperature. Ti
Mexican Printing Company, printiftg,
Hgrc at South Bound
On motion, the following exemptions $1C3; New Mexican
III.
lillS
North Bound
Fainting company,
Minimum temperature f,l lUjjreas at
jwere allowed: Pedro Trujillo for 1905; printing, school superintendent, $48;
No
Statlom.
liltl No i
jut
11:00 midnight.
;Clsilla Sanchez for 1904, and Mrs. R. Antonio J. Ortiz, Justice of the peace,
mean
The
24
fur
the
1
20
temperature
0
r.v.
M. Carley for 1905.
21 p
...Suite Ke...Arr 7,000
p
1
fees, $80.12; A. Gonzales, assessor's hours wan
e
" W 4 01 p
. ..Uouaolana...
i
degrees.
t
Marcelino Garcia, county
2.(0 p 16
Mean relative humidity 50 per cent,.
.Vejtft Blauoa.. " 6,44X1 ;l.:;5 p
fees, $175.12. '"
2 '25 p tl
a to P
of schools, appeared before
....aeuaedy...
a so p
Precipitation a trace, with thunderThe following road supervisor's ac2 '0 p
Clark
tlie board and requested that the sum
a 40 p 41
storm
and
velo"
of
wind
a
2. 10 p
0,370
Stauley
reaching
just
counts
1905
the
for
were allowed:
year
"
4.10
fa
S.2S0
...
1.86 p
of. $35.88 be transferred from the gen-- !
p
38
city of
....Morlarty
iiiIIps per hour from the south
4 8: p 61
Juan
R. J. Ewing,
de
Jesus
.. " 8,176 1.10 p
....Meliitoih.
$24;
Ortiz,
east.
eral school fund to school district No.
It. (IS p 69
" 6,140 12 45 D
....Kitanoia....
Nicolas Martinez, $19; Fran
Temperature at. 0:00 a . m. Sunday, r0 8.30 p 81
Wlllard.... ' 8,125 11. 2f, a
been $17.50;
7, as the Waldo district had
h.m p m
cisco Rael, $14.25; J. F. Williams. $30; degrees.
...l'rngretio... "" 6,210 10.U a
abandoned ami district No. 7 was car-- '
7 IB p M
Blauca
8,8W iu.no a
Nemecio Armljo, $10.75; Antonio Lu- Yesterday the thermometer registered 8. is p tin Arr Torrance.. Lve 6,475 U.bO a
Ing for Waldo district scholars, and
R. Naranjo, $25; Canuto as follows:
J.
$25;
jan,
trans-the sum of $35.88 having been
j
Leyba, $25; John D. Hart, $8; Jesus 1:00Maximum temperature M degrees at
Connecting at Santa Fe, N. M., with
ferred to the general school fund.
p, ni.
G.
y Roybal, $21.
On motion the above request of SuMinimum temperature 4S degree at the Denver & Hlo Grande Railroad for
The board then adjourned
until 5:00 a, m.
all points iu Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
perintendent Garcia was granted and
10 o'clock a. m.
The mean temperature fur the 31 Montana, Washington, and the Great
Treasurer Celso Iopez was directed to April 4, 1900, at
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
hours was 58 degrees.
Northwest.
make the transfer.
Mean relative humidity ii' per cent.
Chairman.
Connecting at Torrance for all
The following resignation was preMARCOS CASTILLO, Clerk.
Precipitation 0.21 of an inch, with a points east and west with Golden State
sented to the board:
thunderstorm In early afternoon.
Limited trains Nos. 43 and 44. Pull"Santa Fe, N. M., March 24', 190fi.
Pursuant to adjournment the board
Temperature atfl.oo a. m. today, 47 man berths reserved
by wire.
"To the Board of County Commission-- ' met at 10 o'clock a. m., April 4, 1900. degrees.
For rates and Information address
There wore present:
era, Santa Fe Co., N. M.
Hon. Arthur
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
"Gentlemen I herewith tender my Sellgman, chairman; A. L. Kendall and
ANNUAL MEETING.
General Passenger Agent, Santa Fe.
resignation as assessor of Santa Fe Jose I. Roybal, commissioners; and
To and From Roswell.
County. Thanking you for the cour- Marcos Castillo, clerk.
Benevolent and Protective Order of
tesy and confidence shown to me by
George A. Webster, representing the
Connection made with Automobile
Elks, Denver, Colorado,
your board and assuring you of my Pnuly Jail Building Company, was
Line at Torrance for Roswell daily.
July
high appreciation, I am,
present, and submitted several sets of
For the above occasion, the Santa Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros"Yours respectfully,
plans for the new county jail, which Fe will sell tickets to Denver and re well at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell
"EDWIN S. ANDREWS,
plans were left in the hands of the turn at the rate of one fare $16.90, for at 12 noon. Automobile leaves Ros"Assessor Santa Fe Co," board. Mr. I. H. Rapp. architect, also the round trip. Pates of sale
July well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
(Endorsed)
presented plans for the new jail.
13th, 14th and 15th. Good for return at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare beAccepted March 25, 19013. Arthur
Exemptions were allowed to Abran passage until August 20th. Low rates tween Santa Fe and Torrance la $6.65
Sellgman, chairman Board of County Herrera and Cosme Garcia for the from all points on the Santa Fe to and between Torrance and Roswell
Commissioners.
year 1905.
Denver.
II. S. LUTZ, Agent.
$10. Reserve seats on automobile by
The appointments of A. L. Morrison
The board then adjourned until 2
wire.
J. W. STOCKARD,
and Edwin S. Andrews as deputy as- o'clock p. m.
CHEAP RATES TO NEW YORK.
Manager Automobile Line.
sessors, madefy Glenvllle A. Collins,
Pursuant to adjournment, the board
The Mexican Central has recently
assessor, werfpresented to the board met at 2 o'clock p. m. AH members placed on sale tickets to New York and
.
and approved.
D. &. R.
SYSTEM
present.
return, going via the Mexican Centra!
On motion, the maps and field notes
At the request of the board Treas- to either Vera Cruz or
Fe
Tampleo,
Santa
Branch.
of the county were turned over to the urer and
Collector Celso Lo- thence via the famous Ward SteamEffective December lOtb, 190$.
county assessor, Glenvllle A. Collins, pez reported the following amounts ship Line to New York. The return
and receipts taken for the same.
due the county from the commission will be by rail over any line to El
wan BotMD
8t Bonn
The board then adjourned until 2 on gaming and liquor licenses, which Paso. The entire
trip, covering thou- Mo. 426. UILM
No42
Mtatlom
amounts had been retained by the sev- sands of miles, Havana, Cuba, and Its
o'clock, p. m.
11:00 a
Fe
Ar.. 3:80p
Pursuant to adjournment the .board eral
.,0...,t...Sauta
and assessors, as fol- famous Moro Castle, Newport, and a 12:111
L.V.. 1:26 p
p .84.... "" ...Bipauola
met at 2 p. m. All members present. lows: George W. Knnebel for the dozen of the
' .. 12:26 c
M....
...Kmbudo
largest cities of the Uni- 2:11 p 61....
" ...Barranca
" .. lUWp
On motion, the following exemp- years 1903 and 1904, $24; H. B. Cart- - ted StateR, can be made for
$122.f0. A 4:02d .81.
" ...Servllleta
" .. lU:29p
tions were allowed for 1905:
wright for the years 1903 and 1904, more delightful trip cau not be 4:32 p ...M., " ...TrnPledras. " .. lOKWo
" .. 8:10p
6:45 a .1211.. " .. auto'illo.
Teodoro Ortiz, precinct No. 22; Pe- $270; Marcelino A. Ortiz, for 1903 and planned, as
r
" .. 8:40a
privileges are 8:ip ..m.. " .. .Alam ta
dro Antonio Roybal, precinct No. 9; 1904, $482; Anastacio Gonzales for allowed and the tickets are good for 8:(M
a ..287.., " ...Puabl
4 " .. 11:06 p
"
" .. 9:40p
...Colo.fs
Ellaeo Roybal, precinct No. 1; Ramon 1905 and 1906, $16.
one year from the date of sale. The 4:Wa..Ml..
..... ,.Lv., 7.00 p
7:30a. .406.., Ar... Denver, ring.
F. Qulntana, precinct No. 15; Carlos
H. B. Cartwrlght ap- trip Includes the City of Mexico, the
Trains stop at Embudo for c tnef
Ortiz, precinct No. 22; Cosme Herrera peared before the board and stated "Paris of America." Further inforand Mercedes G. de Valdez for the that he would Tefund the amount re- mation can be secured by addressing where good meals are served.
;, tained by him after the court had duly A. Dulohery, Commercial Agent, El
years 1904 and 1905.
At Antonlto for Durango, Sllverton
A petition from precinct No. 1 was passed on the cases now
pending.
Paso, Texas, or W. D. Murdock, As- and Intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
presented asking that a certain road
Upon motion of A. L. Kendall,
sistant General Passenger Agent, City
be opened; the same was approved and
Marcelino A. Ortiz and Anas- of Mexico.
Intermediate
points via the standthe road declared a public highway.
tacio Gonzales were cited to appear
ard gauge line, via La Veta Pass or the
On motion, Commissioner
Jose I. before the board and show cause why
narrow gauge via Sallda, making the
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
Roybal was directed to Investigate the the amounts so retained should not be
Herewith are some bargains offered entire trip In daylight and passing
matter of a fence having been placed refunded, and the clerk Is hereby in- by the New Mexican Printing Com through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE
across the public highway In precinct structed to notify thera to appear.
pany: Code of Civil Procedure ot the also for all points on Creede branch.
.;,
No. 2. ''.
S. K, HOOPER,
Upon motion of Arthur Sellgman, Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
On motion,
Commissioner A. L. E. C. Abbott, district attorney, was bound $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
G. P. A., Denver, Colo
Kendall was directed to Investigate the directed and ordered to take such steps Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
encroaenment ot tne Atcnison, Topeka as may be necessary to Insure the Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapt- SANTA FE EXCURSION
& Santa Fe Railway on the Olorleta prompt collection of the balance due ed to New Mexico
Code, Lews of New
RATES EAST
road.
the county by the bondsmen of
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
Summer rates have been made by
The following accounts were ap- - lector and Treasurer George W. Knae-- ; and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full the Santa Fe to
points In the states of
bel, and report to the board at Its next leather, $3; 1905 English and Spanish Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota,
proved and ordered paid:
J. H. McHnghes $5.85; A. Gonzales meeting,
Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather $3.50; Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota,
$10; T. Rivera, assessor's commission,
; (To Be Concluded Tomorrow.)
Cover
Pocket South Dakota, Memphis, Tenn., WisFlexible
Sheriff's
or consin and Wyoming.
two
?it; a. uarcta, z; j. weltmer, stationDocket,
single, $1.25;
TO LOUISVILLE, KY.
ery, etc., $12; Jose Maria Garcia, Jusmore books, $1 each; New Mexico SuThese rates are a little more than
tice of the peace, fees, $63.24; SellgThe Santa Fe Central Railway Com- preme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, in- one fare for the round trip. The
man Bros. Co., merchandise for Jail, pany, In connection with the El Paso clusive, delivered at publisher's price, round
trip rate to Chicago be,ng $18.35,
$25.07; Marcelino Gracia, stationery & Southwestern Railway and the Chi- $3.30 each; Compilation Corporation Kansas
City $35.85, St. Louis $43.35,
for ecbools, $35; Jose I. Roybal, sal- cago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
$45.50. Dates of sale, June
Memphis
ary and mileage, $S5.20; Seferino Baca, Company will sell round trip tickets 50c; Money's Digest of New Mexico 1st and 2d, June 9th to 16th,
July 1st
jailer, $150; Matias Montoya. consta on June 11th, 12th and 13th to Louis- Reports, full sheep, $6.50, delivered; to 10, good for return passage until
ble of precinct No. 7, $9; Jose Sj Gon ville, Kentucky, with final return Hm- - full list school blanks.
October 31st, for particulars call on
zales, Justice of the peace, $6.75; Ge-l- t
of 30 days for $46.10, on account
agents of the Santa Fe.
naro Qulntana, Janitor, $100; Juanltajof home coming week for Kentucklons.
If you want anything on
try
H. S. LUTZ,
our line. Call on or address, 8.
Qulntana, washing towels, $1.60;
New Mexican "ad."
t
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.

,'...

,

Santa Fe Central Railway System.
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.

f AST PASSENGER

AND FREIGHT 8ERVICE.
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD u

STEAMSHIP

TICKETS

Ken-iilal- l

12-0-

705".

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

sCI

ALL

One-thir-

Belen is the largest shipping point

Mexico.

New and second hand bicycles, machine, gun and model work, and all
kinds of repairing promptly done.
8ANTA FE NOVELTY WORKS.
256
Street 256.

FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
One of the best fruit rauchs v
northern Santa Fe County, about twen
ty miles from thla city, la for sale
at a bargain. For particulars apply to
Max. Frost, Box No. C.-Santa Fe
New Mt1co

ho-

for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and bay in Central New

FOR RENT Four room house on
upper Palace Avenue. Inquire Mrs.
B. M. Thomas.

EMIL GEBAUER,
Gunsmith and Machinist.
Shop Next to Hanna Meat Market.

t

shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; church-

FOR RENT Nicely furnished eight-roohouse with bath and all modern
improvements on Upper Palace Avenue; stable and ehed on rear of premises. Apply New Mexican.

--

Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

Old Mexico.

FOR RENT No. 100 College St., 6
rooms, hardwood flooring, electric
light, waterconneotion; $10 per month.
R. C. Oortner, Secretary.

J

The

leading

East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and
points East to San Francisco, Lns Angeles, El Paso and

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
Located on Belen Cut-of- f
of Santa Fe R'y

jljl
UVUaj

fjVII

WANTED At once, rags, rags,
rags at the New Mexican office.
Cash paid for rags.

PA0.E SEVEN.
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Montezuma Lodge No
1, A. F. & A. M. Regit
lar communication firs'
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at 7:30
p. m.
H. F. STEPHENS, W. M.
McCORD, Cecy.

Santa Fe Chapter, No.
1, R. A. M.
Regular
convocation 2nd Monday of each month at
Masonlo Hall at 7:30
p. m.
8. SPITZ, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secy.

Com-pan-

Santa Fe Central

IV.

1

J

4

:

1

Santa Fe Commandery No
1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday In each
w
month at Masonic Hall at
:S0 p. m.
W. E. GRIFFIN, B. C. '
W. H. KENNEDY, Recorder.

lJ

s

y
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Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No.

1,

Ancient and Accepted
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
on the fourth Saturday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening In
Masonic Hall, south aide of Plaza
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
cordially Invited to attend.
CHARLES FRANKLIN EASLET, 32.
Venerable Master
PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Sec.
14th degree,

I. O. O. F.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I. O. O. F.
meets every Thursday evening In Odd
Fellow' Hall, San Francisco itrnet
Vlilting brother! welcome.
MAX K ALTER, N. O.
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.
KNIGHT8 OF PYTHIA8.

'

Santa Fe Lodge, No.' 2, Knights o.'
Pythias, Regular meeting every first
and third Tuesday evenings at S
o'clock, Castle Hall temporarily with
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
fraternal welcome.
PAUL A. F. WALTER, C. O.
J. S. OANDELARIO, K. R. S.
R. H. BOWLER. Master of Finance.
B. P. O. E.

Santa

Fe Lodte, No. 400, B. P. O. fl.,

holds Its regular session on the second
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
Visiting brothers are Invited and wel
come.
NORMAN L. KINO, E. R.
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.
FRATERNAL UNION.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
Union of America. Regular meetings
first and third Mondays in each month
at t o'elock p: m., Odd Fellows' Hall,
San Francisco street. Visiting Fratr
er welcome.
R. L. BAC. Fraternal Matter.
DAVID OONZALBS, Secy.
UAOOni O. MONTOTA, Treaa.

superin-'tenden-

.

j

16-2-

6.

stop-ove-

I

BIENNIAL MEETING.
General Federation of Women's Clubs
St. Paul, Minn., May 30th to
June 7th.
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
sell tickets to St. Paul and return from
Santa Fe, at the rate of $40.95 for
the round trip. Dates of sale May 26,
28, 29, 30, good for return limit June
11th. TlcketSjSiay be extended up to
and including July 15th, 1906.
h. S. LUTZ, Agent
An advertisement in the New
Is always effective. Why?

cause it reaches the people.

Be-

.

y

Connections at Torrance, New Me xico, with El Paso & Southwestern
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa Fe,
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Santa Fe
with the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, via
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
Pres. and Gen, Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT,
Asst. Sec'y and Treas.
J. P. LYNG, .
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
Trav. Freight and Pass. Agt.
City Freight and Pass. Agt.
General Offices, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Rubber Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE THEY SAVE
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

price-lis- t
15a
Stamp, not over 2J inches Ung
Each additional line on eame stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
and not over 3J inches long. .20c
Stamp, over
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 3J and not over 5 inches long. . . ,25c
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
One-lin- e
5c
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over one-hainch in size, we charge
for one line for each one-hainch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
ljocal Dater, any town and date for ten years
$1.00
50c
Ledger Dater, month, day and year in
35c
Regular line Dater
Defiance or Model Baud Dater
$1.50
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut, 1.60
Pearl Check Protector
1.00
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
1
Jt2J, 10c; 2x31, 15c; 2ix3J, 25c; 2x4J, 35c; 3x6i, 50c;
One-lin-

........

lf

lf

4x7J,

75c.

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

rJEXICAfl PRIJiTIJJG CO.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

,

,

Deputy Game Wardens Appointed.
Game and Fish Warden W. E. Griffin has appointed all the range riders
on the Lincoln Reserve, numbering
seven men as deputy game and fish
wardens.
Examination of Candidates for Forest
Rangers.
For several days during the past
week an examination of candidates for
appointment as rangers on the United
States Forest Reserve in this Territory has been in progress before the
civil service examination committee at
the postofflce at Albuquerque. The examination closed Friday afternoon.
Among the candidates was Bert
Indian painter, who is a resident
of the county seat of Taos County. Mr.
Phillips was in Santa Fe yesterday
and loft this morning for his Taos

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
GOODS.

LUNCHEON

Deviled or Potted Ham or Tongue.. 5c
Underwood's Deviled Ham. 20c and 30c
15c anJ25c
Corned or Roast Beef
SARDINES.
In All Styles and Sizes.
Sardines, Bordelaise, fish all ape J. 17 Vic
Sardines, Ravogatte, (lemon ) . 17Vfec
Sardines, smoked in oil... 15c and 25c
5c
Domestic Sardines
Mustard Sardines, large cans,
10c and 12 Vic
C. & B. Sardine and Bloated Paste,
25c
pots
Sardines and Bloater Paste in cans,
15c
imported
Anchovy Paste In cans, 15c; Jars, 25c
Libby's Cottage Ham, Chicken and
Veal Loaf, per can, 15c, 20c and 25c
PICKLES.
We carry a nice line of Pickles in
bulk and in bottles..
All kinds of Pickles at 10c, 12'Sc, 15c.
25c, 30c, 35c and 40c
Split Pickles, either sweet or sour,
15c
large, for
.

.

MEAT MARKET.

Nice Boiled Ham, Ham Sausage, Bologna, Cervalat, Salami, Head Cheese,
Pressed Piga' Feet, etc., can bo had
at our market at right prices.
We are turning out mighty nice,
clean, sweet meat these days. If you
want something nice you know where
to get ...
JAVA.

HOLLAND

This is one of Chase

&

Phil-Hp-

One-ha- lf

;

BROADWAY

Never Forsaken

semi-annu-

i

IFBAHCISCO

.
DESTROYER OF
HOMES SLAIN

MP

FISCIrP

230 San Francisco Street

:

C
f.

Santa Fe, fl.

Numerous Attempts.

We have some choice property for the person with small capital ami also
rare bargains for the wealthy. Let us show you our llt ot property.

West Side of Plaza,

:

Santa Fe

:

s

N. M.

OUR PLACE
Proprietor.

self-style-

Fine Wines, Liquors and Cigars.

i

.

.J6'H

:

SANTA FE, N. M.

:

:

w
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Seattle, May 21. Joshua 13. Cref-- ;
field, head of the sect of "Holy Rol-- j
lers" and one of the moat notorious
criminals In the history of the north-west- ,
has been shot, and klJled here,
Crefileld, under the guise of religious
riles, had broken up dozens of homes,
ruined a score of women and driven
iozens to he madhouse. He was shot
'
dead in the street by George Mitchell
whose sisters he had ruined.
Portland, Ore., May 21. Creffield's
extermination had been determined on
by the men whose families had been
the
ruined by the Holy Holler
apostle 1n
Ullling of the
.Seattle by George Mitchell was the
second attempt made on Creffield's
life by the band. of avengers. There
was a mutual understanding among
the men that the first to find Crefileld
face to faee was to efface him from
society.
Burgess E. Starr was the Portland
avenger. With joy in his heart, Starr
received the tidings that his brother.
George Mitchell, had succeeded
killing the leader of the band of
fanatics. Mrs. Starr and her sister,
Esther Mitchell, are two of the wom
en whom Creffield had enticed from
their homes. For this crime he was
sent to the penitentiary.
It was Starr who sent Creffield to
the penitentiary.
It was Mr. Hurt of
CorvaUis, one of the most wronged
men of Creffield's list of enemies, who
sent the joyful news to Starr.
There is no happier man In Portland
today than Starr. Where Ms runaway
wife Is he does not know, but there
is intense and genuine satisfaction in
he knowledge that Creffield Is where
he can cause no more trouble to mor
tals.
"It was certain to come," continued
Starr, "but Mitchell happened to be
the most fortunate. AH the rest of us
have to work, and while we were waiting to hear of Creffield's turning up
somewhere, George, who is not work
ing, did detective duty until he located
this beast.
".Louis Hartley made an attempt re
cently, but he failed. It was alt New
port. Hartley's daughter was one of
the Holy Rollers, and she was sent to
the Insane asylum. Hartley borrowed
a bulldog revolver and got some rim- fire cartridges.
The gun only shot
centerflre and for this reason when
Hartley drew a bead on Oreffleld as
he was pulling away from the seashore
the revolver lust snapped and Cref
field was saved.
"Creffield was a deserter from - the
German army. He came to Portland
and became a member of the Salvation Army. They sent Mm to Salem
and Corvallis. While there he met a
man named Mercer, a good talker,
and they organized the Holy Rollers.
Finally I obtained evidence against
Creffield and sent him to the penitentiary for two years.
"Creffield held his" meetings behind
closed doors and would not let any one
not belonging to his band enter."
News of the killing of Creffield was
received at Albany, Oregon, with
great satisfaction. Citizens there are
ready to subscribe funds for Mitchell's
defense.
.
it
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iThedeminglo'q Typewriter tolslcigetf. jo does Ihe
ppLOMjckoff. Seomons & Bene dif.t.327 Broadway.

s

Remington-Operator-

New York.

;

New Mexican Printing Company, Dealers, Santa Fe, N. M.

If. N. TOWNSEND.

AKERS.

"THE CLUB"
The old established line of goods formerly carried
"Our Place" has been added to our stock. We buy our
goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute
purity. Elegant club rooms in connection. Side entrance
to Coronado Hotel.
at.

AKERS

&

TOWNSEND, Proprietors.
THE ORIGINAL
OLD

:

CURIO

:

STORE

J. 3. CANDELARIO, PROP.
San Francisco St.
301-30- 3

We Are Headquarters

sortment

CURIOS

P. S.

for the Best

As-

of

AND CHIMAYO AND NAVA-HINDIAN BLANKETS.

Opals and Turquois

LARGE SALE OF STEERS.
at Roswell Last
urdayShipped to

2,000 Head Sold

Sat-

The largest stock sale of the season
occurred Saturday at Roswell when
Lee Bivins of Amarillo, Texas, bought
2,000 siteers from D. P. White. The
price paid was $50,000 cash. The
We Mine Our Own Turquoise.
steers are three and four years old
It Is no trouble to Show you our and were loaded Saturday and shipped
to the Texas Panhandle, where they
goods whether you care to buy or not.
We know you will speak a good word will be pastured for market.
for us after an inspection. We keep
We print the latest and best news
the very best goods and "ur prices
The New Mexican.
are low.
Drawn Work, Baskets, Pottery and Indian Curios in the United States.

No Trouble to Show Goods.

Murder.

News from Bl Paso Is to the effect
that a cowman who came In from the
of
Accused
Sect
of
Leader
Religious
vicinity of Graham's ranch, not far
Many Crimes Finally Killed After
from Las Cruces, New Mexico, last

DELUADO,

Insurance and Real Estate

IF.

ONCE TRIED

M

HUGHES & DELGADO.

""'urn

BETTER THAN EVER

-

LET! A. HUGHES,

r--

The Kind You Have Always Liked.

-

LOS ANGELES

Office

w ate
lee

Colfax County Prisoner Will Meet
Death Stoically and With Little
Concern.

We show many art.clcs from our fine
u wm probabiy require FOUL
stock of Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry j recelve
PLAY SUSPECTED.
ard Silverware. Prices are attractive. WeshiponapI 'two days before the board completes
proval and pay all shipping expenses on mail orders, "s labrsDead Body of Man Found Near Las
CATALOG FREE.
WRITE FOR IT TODAY
Cruces Gives Evidence of

JEWELERS
4TM &

Sanborn's

4

The Trinidad Advertiser tells of the
stoclal manner that David Arguello
No. 9.
awaits his death by hanging for one
of the most cold blooded murders in
the Territory. The Advertiser says:
best selling blonds of .lava Coffee.
In the same manner that bis 'old
While not unite so delicate and mild a
friend, Joe Johnson awaited the end
Coffee as Fancy Mark, It is an exat the Conon City penitentiary some
tremely mellow and old Java Coffee.
months ago, bo does Dave Arguello,
who
to
those
We can recommend it
In the county jail at Raton, New Mexidesire a mild coffee at a moderate
co, view the passing of the days that
price. In green packages,
are hastening him to his doom. Ar35c
Per Package
and Johnson were personal ac
guello
ICED TEA.
and they seemed to have
quaintances
There is nothing so good for iced
been constituted much alike.
We
tea as the CEYLON.
especially
Arguello Is to die next Friday on
recommend the Monsnoos Brand White
the gallows. Preparations have been
home.
Label Ceylon Tea for this purpose.
of Trustees of the Reform made by Sheriff Marlon Littrell of Col
35c Meeting
pound package
fax County for the execution and evSchool.
CRACKERS.
The trustees of the Reform School erything Is in readiness. The only
Our trade in Crackers is largely for of New Mexico held a meeting Satur- thing that can save Arguello now is
package goods. For that reason we day afternoon last at the office of Dr. a respite from the Governor, and It
carry quite a large assortment awd al- J. H. Sloan in the Capitol building. is not believed that this will be grant
There were present Dr. J. H. Sloan, ed him. John Medlocke, a negro, is to
ways have them fresa.
15c chairman; Venceslao Jaramlllo, secre be hanged the same day as Arguello.
Saratoga Flakes or Saitines
12 Vic tary and treasurer,
It is said that Arguello manifests
and Antonio Je
Butter Thln
...,10c Vargas, member.
Outstanding ac little emotion over Ms fate. He takes
City Sodas
5c counts against the board were present- the matter quite stoically and gives lit
Vienna Sodas
10c ipd audited and ordered paid as far as tle expression to his thoughts.
Cheese Sandwiches
the funds in the treasury of the board
Arguello Is to be hanged for killing
BUTTER.
would nermit.
The board then ad- - Francisco Garcia, one of Sheriff DaMEADOW GOLD is never surpassed
of the chfth, vis's deputies. The sheriff had com,he
It is the
inyw'hore.
missioned Garcia to arrest Arguello,
Meetlna of Medical Board.
butter on the market. If we knew of
The
meeting of the wanting him for the cold blooded mura higher priced butter that was worth
was der of Mrs. Cella Dussart at Bowen
New Mexico Board of Health,
more we would surely 'have it, but we rallod to order at the Capitol this about two
years ago. Garcia located
in
odor proof
do not. Always packed
Dr. G. W, Arguello with a threshing outfit on
10 o'clock.
at
morning
packages mat exclude heat as well as Harrison of Albuquerque, president of Johnson Mesa near Raton and when
air and all impurities.
lie board, B. D. Black, of Us Vegas, he went to arrest him the murderer
STRAWBERRIES.
secretary, J. J. Shuler, of Raton, W. D shot him down.
We are now receiving dally ship- Radcliffe, of Belen, and J. A. Maasie,
There Is little chance that Arguello
ments of Arkansas Berries. The qual- of Santa Fe, were in attendance. There will escape the gallows. The fact that
to he killed an officer who was trying to
wpre 4r, amillcants for permits
ity is very fine.
arrest him for another brutal murder
practice medicine In the Territory;
number than at any previous mitigated against him, and It Is not
greater
WRITE TODAY FOR OUR BEAUTIFUL
meeting. The board wa3 busy all day believed that Governor Hagerman will
JEWELRY CATALOG No.49. examining applications preparatory to intervene.

250 San Francisco Street.
(irocerv Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone
No.

QUIETLY AWAITS
HANGING

BUTCljES!! officialmatters.

BAlS,

GrOCEHS,

Saturday, reported to Police Captain
W. D. Greet that the foody of a dead
man had been found In the back
waters of the Rio Grande near the
ranch. The body was lying prone on
the ground with the head hanging over
in a pool. The cowman, whose name
the police did not learn, stated to Captain Greet that there were evidences
that the deceased had been dead for
some time from the color of the
hands, but he did not raise the man's
face from the water and does not know
whether he was an American or Mexican.
The body was very well dressed,
weartug a dmk suit vt clothes and a
light hat, and it is believed he is an
American. Foil, play is suspected,
and Captain Greet believes from the
meager reports that have reached him
that the man was first probably badly
injured or killed, perhaps by choking,
and then laid on the soft ground of
the backwaters with his head lu the
pool to give the appearance of death
by drowning.
As the matter was outside the jurisdiction of the local police, Captain
Greet Immediately wired the Las Cruces authorities and an investigation
will be made at once.

COAL OIL INDICATIONS
EAST OF ROSWELL
Land in Several Townships Withdrawn
from Agricultural Entry by Gen
eral Land Office.

MARKET
MONEY

REPORT.

AND METALS.

7

New York, May 21. Money ou call
; prime mercantile
paper
easy 2 3
5
silver 67
New York, May 21. Lead steady,
19.
$5.906.OO; copper firm, 18
St. Louis, May 21. Spelter quiet at
2

4

$5.80.
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, May 21. Wheat, May, 86
Corn, May, 49
July, 83
Oats May, 34
July,
July, 48
34.
July, $15.-7Pork, May, $15.62
Lard, May, $8.55; July, $8.65.
Ribs, May, $9.00; July, $9059.07
WOOL MARKET.
St Louis, May 21. Wool steady;
territory and western medium 22 29;
fine medium 2125; fine 1821.

BsSBHHBsWMMH

STOCK MARKET.
New York, May 21. Atchison 88
N. Y. Central 139
pfd. 1021-2- ;
Southern Pacif
Pennsylvania 132
ic 65; Union Pacific 149; pfd, 941-4- ;
steed 40
pfd.
copper 109

UBLISHERS

105

LIvE STOCK.
Kansas City, May 21. Cattle Reincluding 1,500 southerns,
ceipts,
steady to hade lower. Native steers,
$4.255.75; southern steers, $3.50
5.00; southern cows, $2.504.25; na
tive cows and heifers, $2.60 5.25;
stockers and feeders, $3.25$i.50;
bulls, $2.254.25; calves, $3.OO6.00;
western fed steers, $3.75 5.25; western fed steers, $3.755.25; western fed
cows, $2.50

RENTERS..
BINDERS

4.25.

Sneep Receipts 5,000; strong. Muttons, $5.006.25; Jambs, $6.OO7.70;
few ewes,
The Register and Receiver of the range wethers, $5.256.50;
6.25.
$4.75
United States Land Office at Roswell
Chicago, May 21. Cattle Receipts
Friday last received the following tel- 31,000;
steady to 10c lower. Beeves,
egraphic instructions from the Comcowa and heifers, $1.75
missioner of the General Land Office ,;.106.15;
5.35; stockers and feeders, $2.75 4.90;
at Washington:
$4.00
"Withdraw from agricultural entry Texans, $4.004.60; calves,
$4.60.
pending investigation as to mineral
to 10c
character all public lands in township Sheep Receipts 20,000; strong
Sheep, $4.756.50; shorn
9 south, range 25 east; township 10 higher.
Iambs, $5.356.83.
south, ranges 25 and 26 east, sections
12
1,
and 13; township 11. range 25
BIDS FOR JAIL BUILDING.
east, all of township 11, range 26;
Sealei proposals will be received by
township 12, ranges 20 and 27; townuhe Board of County Commissioners
ship 13, range 27."
This action was taken by the Gen- of Santa Fe County until 2 p. m. Mon
eral Land Office on account of reports day, June 4, 1906, for the erection of
of the existence of strong Indications a county Jail building at Santa Fe, N.
of minerals and oils on the tracts M., In accordance with plans and spenamed. Land containing eoal oil or pro- cifications prepared by I. H. and M.
ducing such can only be located under M. Rapp architects. Plans and specifithe mineral laws of the United States. cations are on file at the office of the
Hence, no homestead, desert lands or probate clerk, also at the architects'
script entries will be allowed upon office at Las Vegas, N. M. The Board
of County Commissioners' reserve the
the tracts described until further
and until it is demonstrated that right to reject any or all bids. A certhe lands are more valuable for agri- tified check to accompany each bid as
cultural purposes than for mineral.
per general Instructions to bidders.
For further information address Arthur Sellgman, chairman of Board of
ENTIRE FAMILY
County Commissioners, Santa Fe, N.

-

Sole Makers for New Mexico of the
Celebrated Frey Patent
FLAT

;

OPENING

:

BLANK

:

BOOK.

no-tir- e

CONSIDERED

BAD

M.

The New Mexican Bindery is turnThree Gonzales Brothers of Bernalillo
out some of the' most artistic
ing
County Wanted by Authorities on
in the Southwest. It is the
binding
Different Charges.
most completely equipped bindery in
the Rocky Mountain States south of
Deputy Sheriff Montoya of Bernalillo Denver.
s
a
Into
the
after
County,
trip
Jemez Mountains, has returned to Albuquerque, bringing with him Benlno
Gonzales, charged with aiding in tn
D.
DIAZ,
escape of his brother Puperto Gonsa-les- ,
convict No. 3806 from the Terri202 Water Street.Telephone No. 30.
torial Penitentiary. Gonzales escaped
from the guards while at work on the
Office Honrs :
Scenic Route between Santa Fe and
Las Vegas. He fled to his home In
to 3 p. m., except Wednesday
Cabezon, where Benlno Gonzales furand Sunday. j
nished him food and money to escape
into the mountains, wliere he is still
PRIVATE HOSPITAL
in hiding. Benlno, the newly captured
First class accommodations for
brother, was placed in the county Jail
limited number of patients,
beside Tranquillno Gonzales, a third
brother, who has been in Jail some
New operating rooms completely
time as a United States prisoner,
equipped wttjt modern Instru- tnents. Faradlo, galvanic
The New Mexican Bindery Is turnand static electricity.
most
some
artistic
ot
out
the
ing
and Radiographic work.
the
the
Southwest.
is
in
It
binding
Violet Rays, Phototherapy,
most completely equipped bindery in
Oione Generator, Etc.
the Rocky Mountain States south of
Denver.
five-day-
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M.
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Mercantile Stationery
Maaniactartt

Of

BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.
Santa Fe,

New Mexica.

